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INTHODOCTIOII 
Consia&ptlon Is the aim and end of all production. This ccmsumption 
may take many foma depending upon the ethical and esthetic values of 
the individual as well as other econ<»aic considerations. In the past, 
much time and effort have been e^q^ended in attempts to solve the 
problems of production, with comparatively little being given to the 
desires of society in directing this production. 
It has been explicitly or implicitly assumwl by most researchers 
that price is the autc^tic mechanism ^ich directs production so that 
the satisfaction of the consumer is maximieed. This assumption that 
the pricing mechanism accomplishes this purpose in the eoonoay is often 
erroneous. This is especially true of agricultiiral products. 
It has been known for many years that the American consumer prefers 
lean meat to fat meat and that the price spread between fat and lean 
cuts is widening as time progresses (Figures 1 and 2). Yet, hogs still 
are purchased on an average price basis within wei^t classifications. 
Little or no attention is usually paid to the degree of fatness of the 
hogs in any particular weight classification. 
There are many prices paid for beef cattle within weight classes. 
These prices are formulated on the basis of the buyer's predicted yield 
and grade. The buyer cannot estimate either of these variables without 
error. ]jn a previous study (4, pp« 11-25), a b^yer had a standard 
error (s)^ of 1.85 percent when estimating yield and .384 of a grade 
^ is an estimate of the popidation parameter (f. A property of 
large sasii^e theory is: In a normally distributed population with mean 
(H), 66.27 percent of the <^servations lie within the interval, Mt (T* . 
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whoa ostinatiag gr»ie. 
Bv^tag llrestoek o» this hasla l«ula to soa« errors la the prices 
paid to the prodttcera. The price seohaniam fails to accurately reflect 
eciU)t»wr prefereaces to the producer. 
The Problem 
two important questions that inmediately arise are: Uliy does the 
praetice of livestock on a "hit or missH method ei^tiaue? 
are producers often not offered a price iacentive to change pro-
dmtioB to those types of products ^ t are most desired lay consujuers? 
The necessai7 oimditioiis for a price to perform its fwction as 
aa accurate director of production arei (1) The consmer must know 
which prod«ust he pr«fers| (2) He mast have a chance to show these 
prefermeesj (3) Thw^ must be soae v&y for these prefer«aees to keep 
their idmtity through t^e trade channels} (4) The retailer^ whole-
sal«r, proeesBor, eto*| who ha»ile tiae product must carzy the price back 
to the prcKiucer la terns of price differ«atials for the {referred grade 
of product. 
The major problem sevas to be associated with the developeient of 
adequate grade standards which wi)l accurately describe the product at 
all times as it moves throui^ the trade channels fron the producer to 
the eonsuner, so that those handling the inroduet wHl have a definite 
basis tqscm whidi the price differentials can be aaintained. this study 
is a step in that direction. 
Bie purpose of this investigaticRi is to develop objective grule 
specifications for slaughter steer carcasses ^ Mch will tend to eliminate 
sufejeoilve eimluaticm of the earcasses. 
Importance of the ProbXea 
Selling liTestock is the awst important marketing activity carried 
on hgr famers in the (Mited States. Cattle are kept m 80 peremt of 
the faiiBS in the coimtry^ hogs on aboxit 60 percent a»l sheep and lambs 
on nine percent (14, pp. 596-650). The cash income obtained trxm meat 
animls accounted for over 30 percent of the total cash farm inooiw frtm 
all crops, livestock, dairy, poultry products and goveraaent payments 
since World War II (11, p. 549)* Da ^an^usucy, 1949, there were approxi­
mately 7^*5 ailliim cattle and calves in the United States. Of this 
number about five nilliiHi were in Iowa, three miUicm in Illinois and 
three milliim in Mianesota (5, p. 1). ^e consumer speods about 24 per­
cent of his food dollar for meat and meat i»roducts. 
Itaese figures indicate the importance of beef produetitm and c<m-
suBq»ti£» in the United States and the Com Belt region. The development 
and adoption of objective carcass grade specificatiims for slau^ter 
cattle would affect a great proportion of the individuals in the eeoi»)my» 
this iiqprovtt&ent in the maziceting system vould benefit the pro­
ducer, processor, distributor md t4ie eoasimer. fhe pn»ducer Kfould be 
benefited byt (1) More equitable returns for his livestoekj (2) A 
more effioi«mt allocation of resources in i»*oduetioni (3) A more 
precise basis for market newsj and (4) A more accurate basis for selling 
his livestock description. 
fhe processor and distributor vould benefit by^ having a standardised 
product that could be handled purely on a descxlptioo basis. IMs 
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woiild allow thfln to eliminate aome of the services performed by salesmen, 
etc.^ 
The eonsmer would benefit because the production of livestock would 
move toward those types, classes and breeds that the consumer prefers. 
The consvimer would be able to buy the quantity and quality of beef that 
he desires at the lowest price, thus increasing his satisfaction. It 
is eiiqjected that the consumer would eventually be able to purchase beef 
for less money. 
Scope and Specific Objectives of this Study 
This investigation is concerned with the difficulties of the 
present grade standards for slaughter steer carcasses and the possibility 
of developing alternative grade standards which may more nearly approach 
an optimum grade standard. The specific objectives of this stud^ are 
as followsI 
(1) To trace the development of grade standards for slaughter 
steers and outline their presmt fom. 
(2) To outline the differences between the present grades and an 
optimum grade standard. 
(3) To investigate sane alternative grade standards for slaughter 
steers which may more closely approach an optimiaa grade standard. 
This is not to indicate that the processors and distributors would 
adopt objective iprade standards. A discussion of the reasons th^ might 
hesitate to accept these standards is fotmd on page 30. 
- 6b -
(4) To foraulate hypotheses vihlch need empirical verification. 
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PBESMT GABCASS GBAI® STAHDARDS FOR SLAOSHfia CATTLE 
the methoda of marketing slaughter cattle have mdergono many 
ehangos during tiie history of the United States. Fn» ooXonial days 
through the eaiy part of the nineteenth century, cattle were coamonly 
driven to market. Little attention was given to classifying and grading 
aniinals or carcasses. Cattle were classified as "working oxen", "fat 
steers" and by similar general terms. Slaughter cattle were usually 
sold by the head with little sorting, Vlvoles&le beef was also described 
in general terms, such as "beef", "ccssaon beef or "prime beef* (3, 
p. 3U). 
Quoted prices were of little or no practical value as long as 
teradnology differed among different sections of the coiaitry, purchasers 
and sellers. Since the volume of livestock being sold was increasing 
very rapidly, there was an increasing demand for more effective classi­
fications and grade standards for both cattle and beef. 
The first major attempt to formulate standard market classes and 
gxvdes of liTestock that might be used at all markets was made by the 
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station during the first part of the 
twentieth eentuxy. A series of bulletins dealing with market elaseee 
and grades of the different species of livestock was issued froa 1901 
to 1908. These bulletins focused attention on the general lack of 
xmiformity in the use and meaning of the market terms that were being 
used, and emphasized the importanee of standard classes and grades to 
producers, market agencies and packers. 
The United States Department of Agriculture started work on the 
•» 8 
probl«a of developing grade standards for livestock and meats about 
1915• Market news ims initiated ^ut this time also (4* p* 4)* t^e 
develo|ai«3it of grade standards ms oecessary if the market news infor­
mation was to be useful. 
DevelopMat of Grades for I^essed Beef 1e^ the 
United States Oepartmsat of Agriculture {12, pp. 1-3) 
fhe tentative U. S. standards for the Grades of Dressed Beef were 
fomnlated in 1916. Ilusiy provided the basis for uniformly n^orting the 
dressed beef markets according to grades, which work was inaugurated as 
a natifmal service early in 1917. fhe grade specifications were im­
proved from time to time as experience gained through their use indi­
cated what changes were necessary, t^ier were puliCLished first in 
mimeographed form in Jme 1923. After sli^t changes thej were included 
in Departo«at I^Lletin Ko. 1246 •Qfaxicet Classes md Grades of IMressed 
Beef which was published in August 1924* 
PttbUc hearings were held at Portland, C^gon, Chicago, Illinois, 
and Mew lork. New Toxic, in 1925 to give producers, slauf^terers, ^ le-
sale and retail meat dealers, agricultural college workers, and others 
interested in the marketing of livestock and meat an opportunity to 
make suggestions for isproving the standards* The s<mtiment registered 
at those meetings nms overs4ielfflingly in faira»r of the grades as pre-
scxlbed, f%ie few aniggesticras and eriticisns offered were carefully 
considered in subsequent revisions of the standard. 
^e tentative standards, although designed primarily for meat 
»iz^et reporting purposes, were put to further practical test in numert>u8 
ways. IMring World War 1 they were used in the selection of beef for 
the Arsy, Havy and Allies. Later th^ were included in the specifics^ 
tions for tha £teerg<mey Fleet Corpos^ticii for the purchase of its beef 
supplies. ScKHt y^ereafter they were incorporated in the specifications 
of many ccmiftereial ccmcems, including steamship lines, restaurants, 
hotels, dining<-ear services, and hosi^tals. 
Bie revised grade descriptive were prenmlgated by the Secretary 
of Agriculture, June 3, 1926, as the Official (Mted Statee Standards 
for the Grades of Carcass Beef and published In Services and legulatory 
Aia^euaoraents So. 99 (B.A.I.) 
Those standards provided the basis for grading when the voluntary 
beef grading md stamping service was begwi in May 1927. 
The official standards were amendwdl in July 1929 (Amendment Mo. 1 
to S.B.A. Mo. 99) so as to provide a single standard for the grading 
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an4 labeling of »t«er, heifer, and cow beef according to similar 
inherent quality characteristics. The amendment also changed certain 
grade tems for steer, heifer, and cow beef trem "Medium", "Conu»t|M, and 
"Low Gutter" to "Gcfflamercial", "Utility", and "Canner", respectiyely, 
A sectmd amendnwat (Amendment No. 2 to S.H.A. No. 99) issued in November 
3l943>, aade slBdl&r ehanges In the grade terns for bull asd stag beef 
and established the following grade teminology for all beef: Prime, 
Cboioe, Good, Goniwroial, Utility, Ctttierj, and Catmer. k third amend-
ment (Aaeadaent No. 3 to S.R.A. Ko. 99) in October 1949 eliminated all 
references to color of fat. 
la Seeeaber 1950, the official standards for grades of steer, 
heifer, and cow beef were amended (Amendment No. 4 to S.B.A. No. 99) by 
oeabSniag the Priae and Choice grades and designating thea as Primej 
renaming the Good grade aa Gholoe and dlvldifig the Coamercial grade 
into two grades by designating the beef produced from young animals 
Included In %im top half of the grade aa Qood, while retaining the 
Geonereial grade designation for rwaalnder of the beef in that gnvie. 
Other revlsieaia In the standards for the ?rim, Choloe, Good, and Cob-
nerolal grades were made to clarify thm and to faeiiULtate their Inter* 
pretatlim. Stai»tards tor the Utility, Cutter, and Canner grades were 
not affeeted* lliese ohaeges In the standards were a modification of a 
proposal ^  the IN»parta«nt to revise the standards in August 1949* and 
were adopted after careful consideration of eeanents received in writing 
over a p«rl^ of aoaths and those presented orally at a puUlc hearing 
at Chicago on June 28, 1950. 
APPLICATim OP STANDARDS FOR GRADES OP CARCASS BEEP 
Beef is graded on a composite evaluation of three general grade 
factors •— conformation, finish, and quality. These factors are con~ 
cemed with the proportions of tiae Tarloua idiolesale outs In the 
carcass, the proportions of fat, lean and bone, and the quality of the 
meat. Carcasses qualifying for any particular grade may vary with respect 
to their relative development of the three grade factors, and there will 
be earcaases which quali^ for a partleular grade, some of wtose 
charactexlsties may be morm nearly typical of another grade. Because 
it Is li^araetloal to describe the nearly Ujiltless nuad^rs of such 
reeo^olBJi^le coablaatlons of characteristics, the standards for each 
The use of the grade specified as "Prime" for beef carcasses and 
wholesale cuts was suspended for the period September 18, 1942 to 
Deoeaber 3, 1946, pursuant to amendment 5, Maximum Price Regulation 169 
of the Office of Price Administration. During that period all carcass 
beef and wholesale cuts that met the specifications of the "Prime" grade 
were identified with and graded as "Choice". 
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grade describe only beef has a relatively similar degree of 
derelopattBt of oonforoation, finish and quality and vhieh is also 
generally represmtatiire of the midpoint of each grade. A few ainiiDua 
reqoirenents are included in some of the speeifieations. 
As an aid in Vab correct interpretatiim of the standards, this 
fiepartatmt uses color photograi^ of carcasses illustrating cosbinatieais 
of characteristics «^ich qualify the <;arcasses for the lower limits of 
each grade, 
1%e grade descriptions are deHned prinarily in terns of carcass 
beef. Hoirairer, they are applicable also to n^olesale cuts* It is 
reeo@Ed.2ed that seme of the wholesale outs produced trm a carcass 
which may be. near tlw limits of a grade may not be of the sme grade as 
that of the carcass from which they wezw produced. The corrmst grade 
for idiolesale cuts shall be determined by an evaluation of the degrees 
of eaatormtim, finish, and quality of the v^olesale cuts and not the 
carcass from which they are derived. 
^ef includes meat trm animals that vary widely with respect to 
maturity. S&m of ^  grades for carcass beef specified differ with 
respect to t^e maximtm maturity pemitted. In these grades in which 
the greatest r«ige of maturity is pemitted two separate requirements 
for certain of the gratto factors have bem specified depending upon 
evideiuses of the maturity attained bjr ^e animals from wl;deh the beef 
was produced. Advancing maturity is associated with a general decline 
in thickness of muscliag, increased roughness, and irr^ularity in con* 
format!^ aiHi finish and the gradual ossification of bones and cartilages 
most easily noted in the split chine bones. Within wtiy specified grade 
the degree of finish and marbling required incrMses proipressively with 
advancing maturity. 
tbe standards pro^de for the grading md staining of beef frcm 
steers, heifers, and cows aeeording to its eharacteristios as beef with­
out sex identification. Such beef placed within each respective grade, 
therefore, shall possess the characteristics specified for that grade, 
inrespective of the seac of ^e animal from which it was derived. Beef 
produced from bulls and stags shaU be graded aeeording to its charac-
teilstics as bull beef fl»d as stag beef in accordance ^ th the staiulards. 
When gs^ed and idmtified aeeording to gni4e, such beef shall be iden­
tified also for class as "Bull** beef or **Stag" beef as the ease may be. 
Ko desii^ted gr^e of bull or of stag beef is comparable in quality 
with a similarly desig^ted grade of beef derived from steers, heifers, 
or cows. Heither is the quality in a desiipoated grade of buU beef 
eos^mble with similarly designated quality of stag beef. 
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STANDAHD GRAOES FOR CAfiCASS 
fher« are seven grades for beef fr^ steers aztd heifers, and six 
grades trm 00*19, bttlls, and stags. These are listed in the following 
schedule of grades. 
Schedule Standard market classes and grades for dressed beef 
Class Grade Class Grade 
Stoer, Heifer and Cow^ Priiae Bull and Stag Choice 
Choice Good 
Good CcHoasreial 
Coamercial Utility 
otmty Cutter 
Cutter Canner 
Owmer 
SPECIFIGATIOIIS FOR OFFICIAL UMITBD STAfES SfAHDAHSS FOR GRADES OF 
CARCASS BEEF (STESS, HEIFSE, km COW) 
Prime 
Friaae grade beef carcasses and uholesale cuts are blocky and compact 
and very thickljr fleshed throu^out* Loins and ribs are thick and full, 
the romds are pli;^ and the pliopaess extends well down toward the 
hoeks« fhe chucks are thick and the necks and shanks short. 19ie fat 
covering is fairljr saooth and uniforal^ distributed over the (»eterior 
surface of the carcass. 1%e interior fat is abundant in the pelvic 
cavity and over the kidney. I^e i^rotrusion of fat betwewi the chine 
bones is liberal and tls» overflow of fat over the inside of the ribs is 
abundant and fairly evenly distributed. The intermingling of fat with 
the lean la evideace between the ribs, called feathering, is extmisive. 
Both the interior and the eKterior fats are fira, brittle and s^eifhat 
waay, but ^e interior fat aay be sli^tly wavy or rough. 1%e cut sur­
face of the rib eye oxtscle is tirm and has a ssooth, velvety ai^arance. 
It has abundant marbling and the marbling is extmsive, especially in 
the heavier carcasses. Vm color »ay range fron a pale red to a deep 
blood red but shall be unifora and bright. The chine bones are usually 
soft and red, texBdaating in soft, pearly white cartilages. 
^Cew beef is not eligible for Prtaie grade. 
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0«re&88«« shoving evidenss of aaxiBUB jBaiurity psraitisd in th« 
PriJM grade have ehine bones tinged with white and cartilages m the 
«Eid of the ehine bones are slightly ossified* Carcasses aust also toe 
syanetrieal and imifom in oonteiir and the rib (^e isusele sust be fine 
in texture* 
Regardless of the extent to which other grade factors aay exceed 
the ainiKiBH requiraaents for the grade, a carcass must have certain 
evidwiees of quality to be eligible for the Prime grade. The cut svirfaoe 
of the onscle amst be fim, fine in text\ire and bright in color* Slight^ 
Ijr abtttidant aartiling must be evid«»it in the rib ^e muscle of careasaes 
with soft, red chine bones teminating in soft pearly white cartilages. 
Frogressively more marbling is required in carcasses with evidences of 
more advanced maturity* Carcasses which are only moderately compact and 
blocky with only moderately pimp romds and moderately thick fleshing 
msy meet mlnimm requirements for the l^ime grade provided they have 
finish and evidences of quality equivaleoat to the midpoint of the Prime 
grade. 
Only beef produced from steers and heifers will qxialify for the 
Pzlme gsmde. 
Choice 
Choice ^rade beef carcasses and wholesale cuts are moderately 
blocky and eo^paet and moderately thick fleshed throughout* I<oins and 
ribs are moderately thick and full and the rtmnds are moderately pluoip. 
IRie chucks are moderately t^ick and the neeks and shanks are moderately 
short* the fat covering of beef within the grade will vary within mod* 
emte limits depending on evidences of the maturity attained the 
(mioud from which it was produced* Carcasses whose chine btmes are soft 
mi. red otid which terminate in soft, pearly «Mte cartilages luiy have 
a slightly thin covering of exterior fat and a BM)derate quantity of 
interior fat* In such beef there will be a modest protrusi(m of fat 
between the chine bones «tid a^erate overflow fat and feathering* 
Carcasses whose chine bones are tinged with white and which terminate 
in cartilages in which ossifloatimi is plainly evident will usually 
possess a moderately ^ick exterior fat covering that ext^ds over nearly 
the esitire swface of the carcass, and shall have fairly heavy deposits 
of interior fat* In such beef there will be a moderate protrusion of 
fat between the chine bones and sMiderately abimdant overflow fat and 
feathering* Interior and exterior fats are fairly firm and brittle* 
Characteristics of the cut surface of the rib eye muscle will vary, 
dep«iding on evidences of the maturity attained by the animal from which 
it was prodded* Jsk carcasses idaose ehine bones are soft and red and 
which terminate ia soft, pearly white cartilages, the rib eye ^  a 
moderate asunrnt of marblii^ and is usually slightly soft but fine in 
texture* carcasses whose ehine bones are tinged with *4iite and idiich 
tttminat* in oaHilagts in wMeh oam» ossification is evident, the rib 
eye has aoderately abtmdant marbling and is iistially moderately firm aad 
fine in tsocture. t^e eolor of the muscle usually ranges from a light 
red to slii^ily dark red. It is usually uniform and bri^t in eolor but 
may be slightly t«o«toned or slightly shady. 
Careasses showing evidenees of maxintm maturity pezmitted in the 
Choice gz^e have ohine bones which are tinged with white and cartilages 
on the end of the chine bones which are partially ossified. However, 
the careasses must also be at least moderately {^^etrieid «ad teiifom 
in contour and the rib eye muscle must be fine in texture. 
Regardless of extent to whieh other grade factors may exceed 
the miaimuBi requirmeats for the grade, earoasses whose flesh is modern 
ately soft aM sli^tly watery ure not eligible for the Choiee grade, 
fhe jideniaaB marl^ULag permitted will vary from a raiall ratowit in very 
red-boned, light wei^t carcasses to a laoderate aooimt in carcasses 
apporoachi^ the maxiHim maturity permitted. Carcasses which are slightly 
empaot and bloeky and with sli^tly plusqp rounds and slightly thick 
fleshing may meet the miaiuum requiremsnts for the grade provided thi^ 
have finish and evideaees of quality equivalent to the midpoint of the 
Choiee grade. 
Beef produced trm steers, heifers, and yotmg cows may qualify for 
the Choice grade. 
Qoed 
Good grade beef oaroasses and wholesale euts are slightly oo^apact 
and bloeky ia coafomation and the fleshing tends to be slightly thick 
throughout* Mins aad ribs are slightly full and the rounds are <mly 
slightly pl^. Chucks are slij^tly thick aad fuU aad tim neck aad 
fore shan)»i tend to be slightly IxNOg aad thin. 1%e fat coveriag of beef 
within the grade will vary withia moderate limits dep«adii^ m the 
evi4«a3toes of maturity of the cattle from «^ioh it was produced. Car-^ 
casses wt»se chine bimes are soft aad red aad whieh terminate in soft, 
pearly white cartilages have a thin exterior fat covering over loins 
aad ribs and over portioas of the romds aad chucks. such beef there 
will be «3ly a slight protrusieas of fat betwesa the chiae bones, only 
a small overflow of fat over the Inside of the ilbs aad oaly a tmtall 
quantity of feathering between the ribs. Caircasses idiose chiae boaes 
are tinged with white aad n^ich terminate ia cartilages in which some 
ossifieatioa is evidwat will usually possess a slightly thick exterior 
fat covering whieh «a^eade over most of the rouads aad chucks. IRiey 
will have slight protrusions of fat between the ohine bones and slightly 
abwidant ovez^low fat and feathering, fhe fat may be someirttat soft or 
slightly oi]^. Charaeteristios of the out surfaoe of the rib eye muscle 
will vary dep<Hiding <m evideaees of maturity attained by the aaimal from 
which it was prcdtioed. In carcasses whose diine b<mes are sojft and red 
and which terminate in soft pearly white cartilages the rib eye has a 
slight aaomt ot marbling a^d is usually aoderately soft but fine in 
textui^* Carcasses whose chine bones are tinged with white and which 
teroinate in cartilages in which some ossifieatitHi is evident will have 
a sodest amount of aarbliag and t^e auscle is usually slightly soft but 
moderately fine in texture, Bie suscle will usually vary fr<^ a light 
red to a slightly dark red in color but may be sli^tly two-toned or 
slightly shadly* 
Carcasses showing evidence of aaxiBtum maturity pemitted in the 
Good grade have chine bones tinged with ti^ite and the cartilages cm 
the end of the chine b<Hies may be moderately ossified. Carcasses must 
also be at least jsoderately symetrical and tmiform in contour and the 
rib eye Bsxscle must be at least moderately fine in texttire. 
Hed~lM7ne8, light weight carcasses which have traces of marbling 
meet the miaimvn requiremsnts for (kxad |at>vided they hare confoiaatien 
•quivalimt to at Xm»t the midpoint of the grade. However, carcasses 
tdiieh show similar evidences of maturity but which are sli^tly rangy 
and angular are required to show a sli^t amount of marbling. Carcasses 
near the maximum limit for maturity with conformity equivalent to at 
least the midpoint of this grade may qualify for Good with a small 
amount of marbling whereas carcasses which show similar evidences of 
maturity and which are slightly rangy and angular are r<K|uired to have 
a modest amount of marbling. 
g^ereUl 
Beef quali^lag for the Cameroial grade is quite variable in 
eonformatim, flMsh and quality and in the evidences of maturity attained 
the animal from which it was produced. 7oung» red-boned carcasses 
are rangy, angular md slightly thin fleshed throughout. I^ins and ribs 
tmd to be flat and are slightly thin fleshed, the rounds are moderately 
flat and tapering. Chucks are slightly flat and thinly fleshed. Such 
beef will hav« enly a thin covering of external fat over the loins and 
xlbs, practically no protrusion of fat betwewa the chine bones and very 
scanty quantities of overflow fat and feathering. Ihe cut surface of 
the rib eye anisele of such beef is somewhat soft and watery but fine in 
texture and will have little if any marbling. The fat is a^derately 
soft and oily. 
Carcasses that have hard, tdiite chine bones are slightly thick 
fleshed but rather rou^ and irregular in contour. Hoiuids are slightly 
flat and rather pnwlnent. Ribs twcid to sli^tly thick full. 
Chucks are slightly thin and plates and bri^ets are wide and "spready^. 
The neek and shanks are slightly long and thin. Such beef will have a 
moderately thiok exterior fat coveria^ji a iw3d«rate protrusion of Ikt be­
tween the chijoe bones and moderately abundant overflow fat and feathering. 
fk« «xterttal fat oovoring of such be«f will bo ecmsiderably thicker 
over the loins aad ribs than over the rounds and chucks and will 
frequently be patchy or wasty. Hie fat is usually firm. The cut 
surface of the rib eye auscle is firm but coarse in texture and the 
ffiarbling is rather abundant but is also rather coarse and prt^inent* 
The lean will usually vary froa slightly dark red to darfc red in color 
but stay be two-toned or shady. 
Young, red-boned, light weight carcasses with eonforsnation equiv­
alent to the midpoint of the grade as described above may be devoid of 
marbling and qualify for tJie C<»aaercial grade. However, regardless of 
the developBiwit of other grade factors, older carcasses that have hard, 
white chi^ie bones must have at least a moderate aaotint of laarbling in 
the rib eye to qualify for the grade. Carcasses frcm mature animals 
with conformation and evidmces of quality which only ali^tly exceed 
the minimum z^quireuents of the grade are not eligible for the Cam.-
iBercial grade if they are excessively patchy or uneven in distribution 
of external fat. 
Utility 
Utility grade beef carcasses and wholesale cute laay be decidedly 
rangy, angular, and irregular in conforaatioan. The fleshing ia usually-
thin. The loins and ribs are flat and thinly fleshed. The rounds are 
long, flat, and tapering. Ihe chuoks are flat and thinly fleshed* The 
neck and shanks are long and tapering. The hip and shoulder Joints are 
proffiiatmt. The degree of fat covering varies from very thin in beef 
produced from young steers and heifers to a slightly thick covering that 
aay be soaewhat unevm in beef produced from cattle that are more or 
less advanced in age. The quantity of interior fat varies from very 
little in beef that is produced from young and imature steers and heifers 
to a moderate quantity in that produced frcm mature cattle. The fat is 
usually soft. The cut surface of the lean muscle is usually soft aoi 
watery in the beef produced from younger cattle but in t^at produced 
from more mature cattle it is usually fairly firm but coarse. The beef 
in this grade will show practically no marbling except in that produced 
from aged cattle, ir^ich may show a little marbling in the thicker cuts. 
The color may be two-toned or shady and usually ranges from a light red 
to a very dark red. The bone ia usually hard and white. 
The Utility grade of beef may be pz*odueed from steers, heifers, or 
cows. 
Cutter 
Cutter grade beef carcasses and wholesale cuts may be very rangy. 
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angular, and Irregular in eonformation and veiy thialjr flashed through«> 
out. loins and ribs are very flat, thin, and shallow. I^e rounds 
are very long, flat, and tapering* The chucks are veiy flat, thin, and 
shallow, ttie neek and ahsiks are very long and tapering. I^e hip and 
shoulder joints are very proninent. The degree of exterior fat covering 
laay vary from a vevy thin covering that is c<mfined alBK>st «itirely to 
the rihs and loins in the beef produced from mature cattle. The interior 
fat is c«mfined largely to the pelvic cavity and the kidney and may vary 
from a very small quantity, if any, in these parts in beef produced frcan 
younger cattle to a limited quantity in that produced fr<»& mature cattle. 
1%e cut surface of the lean muscle shows no marbling, is coarse, and is 
usually soft and watery. The color may be two^tcmed or shady and 
usually ranges from a slightly dark red to a very dai4t ared. The bone 
Is usually hard and white. 
The Ct^ter grade of beef may be produced from steers, heifers, and 
cows. Hiat produced £rm cows constitutes a relatively large perc«mtsge 
of the beef eligible for this grade. 
Garner 
Canner grade beef carcasses and wholesale cubs shall be extr^iely 
rangy, angular, and irregular in confoxmtion and extr^ely thinly 
fleshed througiK>ut. All cuts are extremely thinly flecked. Loins and 
ribs are extremely thin, flat, and shallow. The rounds are very long, 
flat, and tapering, and the chucks are extremely thin, flat and shallow. 
The neek aai. ^anks &re extremely long and the hips and shoulder joints 
are extremely tapping. B«if of this grade is practically devoid of 
both interior and exterior fat. !^e outside surface usually has a very 
dazk appearance. The cut surface of the lean muscle is usually coarse 
and is soft and watery in ^ pearance. It s^ows no marbling. The color 
may be two*toned or shady and usually ranges from a moderately dark red 
to an extr«aely dark red or brownish black. The bones are nearly always 
hard and white. 
A veiy large percentage of the beef of the Gamer grade is produced 
from mature cows that are somewhat advanced in age. 
Since it is necessary that a grade standard for dressed beef shoiild 
relate directly to the grade of the live animal, grade standards for 
the live animals were developed in <»)njuneti(»a with these grade standainis 
for carcasses. Prior to 1951, the terms used for the live grades were 
not the same as those used for the carcasses. In January 1951, the live 
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grades %rer« changvd so that the same terms would be used for live 
aniaals and the earoasses (13)* 
fhese grade standards are used as the basis of the market news 
reports of the United States Departm«it of Agriculture market reporting 
service even thovigh they are defined in subjective terras rather than 
objective iseasuroBenta. Their use in buying and selling is optional 
rather than coopulsory. 
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DISSIBABILOT OP (3BJ1GTIVE CAHCASS GRADE SPECIFICATIQSS 
It is the purpose of this seetion (1) to set out an optlaiOB grade 
staad&rd} (2) to show the divergenee between the ideal grade standard 
mi. the present grade standard; (3) to set out the eewacade basis for 
dereloping and adapting grade staMardsj and (4) to indicate the econoetde 
b«aefit8 and advantages that would be derived from the fonBulation^ 
adoption and general use of objective oarcass grade specifieatims for 
slau^ter cattle. 
Optlaim Grade Standard 
An optimum grade standard would separate the products into h(»o-
gfloeous groups such that each particular object in each grade would be 
worth exactljr the sme amount per unit of aeasuremmt (pound, head, 
etc.). 1%ere are manjr important criteria that need to be met before a 
grade standard could be considered an optimum grade standard. The most 
important characteristic is that it have econfmic significance. Ihe 
terminology used should ccavejr some eonoept to the individual of l^e 
relative value of the grades. In other words, a grade labelled Choice 
should have more desirable characteristics for consumpticm than a giade 
labelled Good (9» p* 160). It should be remombered, however, that price 
is determined solely supply and d««)and. Thus, it is not necessary 
that a positive price differential always exist in favor of the grade 
with the nomenclature for the better grade (2, p. 84). 
A vezy important characteristic is that the grades be desi^uited 
such that any two individuals who grade a particular group of objects 
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would always pl&ee coaacm attributes in the saae classifications. 
A thix^ iaportaat characteristio is sla^lieity. A grade standard 
must be easily uaderstood by all concerned; otherwise, it loses its 
effeotiveiiess. In addition, iho grade standards should be fixed «ad 
stable over time and space* This means that the grade standards ^ould 
be recognised and used ^  the trade in all markets at all tiaes. How> 
ever, grade standards need not be pemanmt. Changes should be nade in 
the specifications fron tine to tiae to keep the grades in agreemmt 
with chuiging eonsiffiuir preferences and technological ccmditimis (10, 
p. 267). 
All individuals concerned (producer, processor, coosumer, etc.) 
should be able to interpret the characteristics of a particular grade 
and to distinguish that grade from other grades (2, p. Bk), SiBQ>lieity 
would also indicate that a grader eould quickly and easily perfom the 
function of grading withov^ being forced to use ceetplex and difficult 
grading aethods. 
A fourth desirable trait of a grade standard is that it should be 
practical* It should conform as closely as possible to the existing 
trade practices and still be consistent with the objectives sou^t. A 
new grade standard, if possible, should not deviate radically froa the 
current grade standards for siailar prcd\ttts. the number of grades ttod 
the Illative differences between the specifications of two consecutive 
grades should be reasonable for practical use in the aaricet. 
Objectieais to the Present Orade Standards 
mie IMited States Oepartraent of Agriculture and the livestock 
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liidUBt]!7 have eoastaatly struggled to develop adequate and aeeepbable 
grade staMards for slau^ter livestock. IRuit they have met wiUi much 
success is evidttrkced hy the rapid advanceaent fremt a complete abs^ace 
of grade standards in 1916 to those in use In 1951* However, the prestmt 
grade standards are not always useftil. 
I^e following reasons indicate why they have not betm aocepted* 
First I tin grades are subjective rather than objective. I^e terns 
such as ^ ick, pimp, eoi&paet, round, very thick, etc., do not convoy 
the sttse seaning to all individuals, even experienced graders* use 
of subjective teminology leads to aiai^ problsas. includet (1) 
possibility of hwan error in grading. There is no assurance that 
any two graders will place the saoe carcass in the sasHi grade at all 
tiJB»s. 'iRiere is a possibility that the grades will vary with periods 
of time and between geograi^ical areas. 1%is nay lead to the purchaser 
and tlm seller feeling that thi^ are being diseriainated against. Xt 
would be dlfficttXt to oonvinee the si^er andi buyer that the grading is 
e<»i|»XeteXy Ij&partiaX even though govemamt graders do the grading. 
(2) It is difficttXt to trade by descripticm wh<m the terms used (io not 
convey the aause meaning to all concerned in the negotiations. (3) The 
subjective teminoXogy stakes the grades difficuXt to understand. Thus, 
the Job of educating the cmsimer and the producer is a large one. 
(4) Tb9 grade specifications being subjective, it is difficult to 
maintain price differei^ials throughout the trade channels, '^e producer 
does not have the propw price incentive to produce those types and kinds 
of products that the eonmmw j»refers. 
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Seotmdy the grades are described as the average for that grade vlth 
little or no emphasis being placed upon the characteristics or conbina-' 
tion of characteristics which designate the dividing point between 
grades. It is understood that those characteristics which designate 
grade (conformation, qiiality, and finish) are continuous variates, and 
that the dividing point between grades is aam arbitrary point. However, 
it is essoitial that those using the grades tise the same dividing point 
between grades. The present grade standards for beef cattle carcasses 
do not clearly define exactly what ccmbination of t^ose factors designate 
the dividing lines between the grades. 
Third, the name given the different grades are such that the con­
sumer must memorize their position. The words. Prime, Choice, Good, 
CoBuaercial, etc., do not necessarily convey to the consumer the idea 
that a Good beef carcass is better than a Comereial beef carcass. The 
grades are not designated such that any c(msum«r is not familiar 
with the grade terminology can look at the titles of the grades and 
understand ^ich is the better grade (9, p* ISO). 
Fourth, the characteristics are not homogeneous within grades. 
Before the grade changes in 1951* Shaw (8, pp. 52-54) stated! 
In the c<»i8iieroial grade we have steers, heifers, and cows. This 
heterogeneo\» class has (1) fed cattle, (2) grass cattle, (3) two way-
cattle, (4) unfinished stuff, and (5) cows. Within this grade there is 
a wide price range. At the idiolesi^e level, it has been as high as 15 
cents per pound. 
Miat retailer would want to standardize m a grade that is not 
hcuBOgeneous? The retailer's customers want the coBamercial grade steer 
and heifer beef that is in the upper part of the grade, next to good. 
Th^ would pay a price idthin 2-3 omits of the price of good grade 
beef. Sicmeone else could purchase beef at the bottom of the coamercial 
grade for 10 - 12 emits less per pound. They would advertise then that 
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they sold the same grade product. In contrast, there is only about 1 
etmt differential betwew the top and hottoK of the other grades. 1%tose 
are the reaetms whf the retailers are not in favor of the eoemeroial grade 
aa it tmt eta^ads. 
I^ie failure of the present grade standards for slaughter cattle 
careassee to meet the ideal grade standard requirenents indicate that 
there is rooai for much iaqprorwaeat. The aioet iajwrtant problea is wi^t 
eould be de«ie to make the preswat grades mm oloseljr apixroaeh the opti-* 
mini or ideal grades. 
SMne«ie Basis for Orade StaiulardB 
If all butter were alike, if all cotton identical, if all eggs 
m the aarteet were equally large and freirii, marketing would be a simple 
natter. But evexyooe knows tow heterogeneous farm products are. Ccm-
sffifters have to pick and elioose to get the quality of product that ther 
want (9, p. 172). 
If there is little or no (itaivtardieatioo of the products, the pric­
ing seehanlsm becomes inaeewate, and consuBor preferences, expressed 
in different priees for different qualities, are not reflected accuzvtely 
to the producer. 
Ihis inaceuraey in the pricing systea is easily illustrated. C(m-
sider a ecoBiodity ^ch ie not usually graded and is purchased m an 
average price basis (C«ZT«it reeeipt i»lces for 4^s is an illustration 
of such a eoBAodity). the price paid to farmers for high quality and 
lor quality products is the same and is shown as line A*A in Fig. 3. 
the aarginal rate of substitution of high quality product for low quality 
pxtMiuot for the producer is constant and equal to one. Stated differ­
ently, the reciprocal of the slope of the price line A*A is unity. She 
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Iia« A'A is the 7«T«ntt« lin« to the producer and the iso-eost to the 
purchaser. Tiu» eurre 7*7 le & Img rm isoHooet eurve and repreeente 
a gi^rm eost to the producer of dlfferwat quantities of hi^ and Im 
quality products* the slope of this curre is not eoistant and is the 
rate of eost substitutina for one unit of low qvtality product without 
chai^ii^ the total eost. I^e slope of ^ e iso-eost cunre then is equal 
to toe ratio of the oarginal cost of low quality product to the marginal 
cost of high quality product. The iso^cost emtour is concare to the 
ori^, this is beeause there are usuaUjr disec^ioniet of scale in 
producing the high quality product. Bte lower part of the contour 
will turn downward because the lower quality paroduct is usually less 
effici<mtly produced in terns of inputs of resources. 
queueitity of each quality product produces will be where the 
iM-prioe line A*A is tangwxt to the iso>-eo8t contour. The ratio of 
the marginal cost of low quality to the marginal eost of high quality 
product is equal to the ratio of the |8>loe of high quality product to 
low quality laroduct. Therefore, tiie producer is an equilibriua 'tdien he 
produces q^t of high quality preduet. 
For i»irposes of iUustmtion, it will be assumed that all ctmsunere 
have toe 9am indifference aap and that there is a scale factor for 
each axis. conswer indiffer<moe cunre can noir be represented by 
the curve 1*1. The slope of this curve is the rate of siddstitution 
betweim the hi^ and low quality product as it exists in consuaers* ninds. 
It ^ows the anount of high quality product which can be substituted for 
one unit of low quality poxk without changing the total satisfaction of 
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th« eonsmer. ^Is Indifference curve passes i^rough point and shows 
that at point the eonsuaer is wiliing to consume quantities q^ of low 
qualitjr produet and q^'of hi^ quality lavduet. fhis is the quantity-
produeed under an average priee basis of purchasing with no price 
differential for the high quality product. 
the optianiB directly of production has not bema reached at point 
because if the producer produces aore of high quality produet and 
less of low quality product, the consuBer would get the saae satisfaction 
froa a ^sailer quantity of resources invested in producing the grades 
of product in the proporticm desired by the consvmer. Line 0*0 represmts 
the scale line where the ratio of the laarginal rates of cost substitution 
is equal to the ratio of the marginal rates of satisfaction substitution. 
At this locus of points, the slopes of all iso-cost curves aiKi all in­
difference curves are tangoat and have the saae slope. 
If the consumer's desires were actually expressed to the packer as 
a ratio of the prices of the two products, the long nm optiaiai point 
of tang«ticy betwem the price line and the ii»ilfferenoe curves would 
all fall on tlMi scale line 0*0. 
fhe ratio of prices that would give optiaum production and eon-
for any given outlay by the prodi^ser is line B'B. 
Mhm quantities q^^  of tlM» two qualities of product are 
produced the consuraer would be willing to pay the relative prices repre­
sents by the line C*C. 
Ibis adoption and use of objective i^ade standards would allow the 
emsuner to express his desires so that the iia2±0ting system would reflect 
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the appropriat« prie« ratio, reprwsentod hj lias B'B to th« prodmmr, 
la order to reaeh equilibriuiB, produeers would change their produetioa 
ot the relative quantities of the two qualities of products and produce 
q^ of low qualitjr product and q^« of high quality product, the cross 
hatched area between point and N would be the area in which there 
would be a gain by tta» introducticai and acceptance of a mifom grade 
standard (2, 3^41)* l^s gain ai^t accrue to either the producer, 
processw, or consfarar, depending upon the relative elasticities of 
supply and denaad.^ It is thou^t nost likely in the Img run the 
aajor part of the gain will accrue to the eonsuaer, 
¥he foregoing analysis is based upon a e(»dBiodity for ndiidi grade 
standards are not used at all. In a ease where inadequate grade 
standards are used, the ejctoat of the divergence between the actual 
8ituati<st and the optiASU is reduced to scae extwit, but the concepts, 
the analysis cmd the conclusions reaain the same. 
Benefit Ikirived froai Adoptim of (^jective Gareass Qrate 
Specificatiaais for Slau#ter Steers 
1%e fomulation, adoption and general use of objective grade speci-
fieati<ms for slaughter steers should assist in ace<»|^8hing the follow­
ing objectives} (1) Me^e possii^le a more acwurate detemination of 
valuesj (2) Make maiteet reports more intelligible; 0) Assist producers 
^For a detailed diseussitm of how this gain wHl be shared between 
those participating in the productimt or caasumption of the product, see 
Geoffrey Shepherd, M^keting Ajgricultural Products. Iowa State College 
Press, tola, Iowa. ' pp. 414-422."'''' 
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in deteraining th« kind of livostot^ d«sired eonsmersi (4) Aid 
famors in aai^oting their Xivestook aore intelligoitlyi (5) Aid eon-
avmra in ^ e pwehase of Keats; (6) Facilitate trading en desoxlptionj 
and (7) Aid in the laaintenanee of priee differentials throu^iotzt the 
trade channels. 
Grades Not Always Desirable 
The foregoing analysis is not to imply that society would always 
bmefit £rem the developacnt end adoption of grade standards* There are 
some situaticms in which there are argmmta for average pricing. Sooe 
illustrations ax«{ 
(1) Mhen the average priee is used as a form of insurance. This 
is well illustrated liy the braise and disease loss in livestock. At 
the {tf'esent tiae, the packers discount all livestock by a c^mstant 
momt* This praetiee is a form of insurance i^ich protests a famer 
froB a s^ere less. Thus, it is desirable tTtm the viewpoint of the 
famer* %»wever, it is undesirable froa the viewpoint of society beeause 
it rsttoves the iaeentive for the individual farmer to reduce this loss. 
fbls Oftuses an ineffieient use of resources, and the eonsmer gets less 
product than could be produced with the asm resources. A aore prudent 
solution ni^ be to set up insurance as sueh and eliminate the evils 
associated with average pricing. 
(2) 1%e cost of grading exceeds benefits trm grading. If the 
gx^es are <mly slightly different in the con8\saer«< minds, and if the 
priee differaatial is not enough to psy the cost of grading, it would 
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b« imeeonooieaX to gra4« the products. 
These considerations are of negligible iotportanee whwi grade 
standards for agricultvgral products in general are considered. They 
do not affect the need for objective carcass grade specificatims for 
slaughter cattle. 
DEraXJPDiG OBJECTIVE CARCASS GRABS SPSCIFICATI08S 
For nost agrloultttral productSi th« developmeat^ adoption and gen­
eral use of objeotlT« gzude speelfleatl<ms vroald be desirable. 
dcnrelopiaent of these etandax^s is dlffioultj because the satisfacticoi 
that the oonsmer gets from the nonstmption of any product is siibjeetive. 
^ell, taste, etc*, are not subject to ffieasorement between individuals 
and can ^ly be ranked or rated by the individual. The problem th«a 
beooBtes how can these subjective values (tMch may differ between 
individuals) be transformed into objeetive aeasuremeots? 
Qae possible solution wotild be to determine if there exist any 
factors which can be described by objective measures, sad i^^ich are so 
closely correlated with the subjective evalviaticms that they can be used 
to describe aecurately these subjective values* 
Ihis part of the study is concerned with ®apirically testing the 
l^fpothesis that certain i^sical measureBients of the beef carcass are 
sufficiently correlated with grade that they can be used to determine 
grade* 
Source of Iteta 
The data that are to be analysed in this study were obtained at 
Wilson and Company packing plant at Chicago, Illinois, dvtring September 
1950. Measur«at«ats were taken on 355 slaughter steers* 
Samplijng Procedure 
Age and sex 
It v&s thought that the relationship betwemi grade and objective 
aeasurenents mi^t differ with age and sex of the cattle measured. 7o 
eliiainate this possible source of variatiwa, onlgr yoimg, grain-fed steers 
were included in the sai^le* 
Strat^rfied s^lf 
Since the study is prioariljr concerned wi^ the relati<mshipt be­
tween objective neasurcments of the carcass and the grade of the car^ 
cassi it was necessary for the sas^le to include the entire rarage of 
physical variatiiHis in weight and finish conditions regardless of the 
relative number of aniaals that cone to market bearing these variations, 
fhe study is concerned with relatioaships, thus the observations had to 
be equally spaced on the regressitm surface if the maximum degree of 
accunacy was to be obtained, fhe samite was stratified wei#it and 
grade to obtain observations t^t were uniformly distributed. 
^e objective of this study las to measure objectively the existing 
official grades of beef cattle carcasses. 7he graA9s mtA are those 
that were in existence in 1950 wheci the saiq^le was taken. The govern^ 
ment grades ware divided into one-third grades to reduce the distribution 
of quality within each weight group. 
fhe x^mge of weights of carcasses «xt«aded from 350 pounds to 1,300 
pounds. 1%tis weight range was broken down into 50 pound %reight groups. 
The 8«sQ|de was stratified by 50 pound weii^t groups and one-third grades 
(fable 1). 
fable X. Saaiple stratified 50 pound weight groups and one»third grades 
Prim 1 Choice Good Comere' Lai tltilitar 
oi» 
eareassee 
Uppex 
i/3 
ISiidk 
X/3 
XiOiAKr 
1/3 
llppex 
1/3 1/J 
lower 
1/3 
Upper 
1/3 
MLdcSe 
1/3 
Lower 
1/3 
Uppex 
1/3 
Hddle 
1/3 
Lower 
1/3 
Upper 
1/3 
fiftAno 
1/3 
Loirar 
1/3 
300- 349 
350- 399 
4.00- 449 
450- 499 
500- 549 
550- 599 
600- 649 
650- 6^ 
700- 749 
750-TO9 
800- & 
650- 899 
900- 949 
950- 999 
1000-1049 
1050-1099 
1100-1149 
1150-1199 
1200-1249 
1250-i300 
It is to be noted that grade is the varlate which is to be predicted 
The selection of a sample on the basis of the dependent variate intro« 
duces a bias into regression analysis. 
The sample was taken on the basis because (1) It is the most 
practical and least expensive method of obtaining a sample and (2) It 
was assumed before the study was started that the relationships to be 
studied were linear. Thus, a higher degree of accuracy om be obtained 
from this type of a sao^le than a random sample of eqiial size. 
Having the observations eqtially spaced along the regression surface 
gives the same degree of accuracy at the extroaes as it does of the means 
It also allows the assumption of linearity to be examined. 
Size of sample 
The sample, stratified on this basis, included 20 weight groups 
and 15 grades. This gave 300 cells to be filled. "Rie ntsaber of animals 
needed per cell was estimated to be six. This figure was cc»oputed by 
estimating the variance of the population from previous research. If 
all cells had been filled, the sample size would have needed to be 
1,300. However, this method of stratifying the sample left many cells 
that were impossible to fill. Others were so rare that the cost of 
obtaining the observations became prohibitive. The number of steers 
that was measured was 355. this nuinber gave a uniform distribution of 
the grades that were obtainable as is shown in Table 2. Although the 
nijo^er of animals measured per cell was supposed to be six, this number 
often varied. This was because the carcasses were graded before thqr 
were measured and the carcasses were selected on the basis of those 
Table 2. Number of carcasses in each stratum of the saii^le. 
¥ei^t oi 
eareasseg 
Prime Choice G^d Comercial CtilitT 
Upper 
V3 1/3 
Lower 
1/3 
^per 
1/3 
Ifiddiye 
1/3 
Lover 
1/3 
Oj^ r 
1/3 1/3 
I^wer 
1/3 
0^er 
1/3 
Middle 
1/3 
Lower 
1/3 
Upoez 
1/3 
IfickSle 
1/3 
Jjswei 
1/3 
300- 349 
350- 399 2 1 
400- 449 1 d 4 
450- 499 1 3 t 8 1 1 1 2 
500- 549 1 6 5 2 2 ? 
550- 599 ? 2 5 2 1 2 
600- 649 2 2 8 4 ? 5 ? 1 
650- 699 1 2 1 g ? 6 1 
700- 749 ? 3 1 1 4 4 3 5 1 
750- lU 4 7 i 2 4 i 2 
dO^ 649 1 7 ? i i 8 ? 1 #50- 0^ 1 6 o P 7 6 ? 
900- 949 1 6 10 ? ? 4 2 
950- 999 2 3 4 4 1 
1000-1049 1 4 k 1 
1050-1099 i 4 2 
1100-m9 1 
1150-U^ 
1200-1249 1 1 
1250-130C 
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grades. The carcasses were re-graded irtien they wore ribbed down for 
shipment and the eye muscle was exposed to -view. The grading is easier 
and more accurate at this stage and sometimes the graders changed the 
grade after they saw the eye muscle. 
Method of sampling 
An importeoit consideration of the sample was that the sample cells 
contain approximately the same nu^er of obsenratirais and that as many 
cells as possible be filled. The procedure used was to select randomly 
a starting point in the cooler. Then, every fifth carcass was measured. 
When a cell was filled a carcass that fell in that cell was disregaz^ied. 
After most of the cells were filled, it was necessary to consider aH 
the carcasses in the cooler to find observations in the extrme cells. 
To aceoBplish this the grader was giv«i a certain cell that needed an 
{^servation. He would walk through the cooler until he found a carcass 
that would fall in that cell. If an animal was measured that fell into 
a cell that was already filled^, that observation was not discarded. 
This procedure allowed a random selection of observations within a cell 
and forced the number of observations per cell to be approximately six. 
Handling of the Carcasses 
Ideaatification 
fh9 carcasses that were selscted to be measured were identified 
attaching a small numbered red card to the carcass. The cards were 
attadied by small pins which were stuck in the meat. 
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As aaaticKQed before, the cftroasses were graded twiee. Thejr were 
graded before they were aeasured and re-graded when the oareaseee were 
ribbed down. The carcasses were graded to the nearest one-third govern­
ment grade. Two govemnient graders were often used. This helped ensure 
that there would be a alniJBUfli or error in the govenuaent grades. 
Seleetioa of MeasureoMBts 
1iih<m deeiding upen aeasurwsimts to be takm. It was neeessarjr to 
studjr thoroughly the determinants of the grade of beef cattle carcasses, 
and to seleet those aeastiresumts whioh appeared nost closely associated 
with these deteraiaants* 
1%ie grade of a beef cattle carcass depends up<m the oonforaatifm, 
quality, and finish the carcass. 
Confor»ati<m is the build, ^ape or proportion of the Tarious parts 
of the carcass. Carcasses that have superior conformatim yield a high 
proportion of the aost desirable outs* l^e ocnfomati<m is diaioted hy 
the coaqpactness of the carcass, thickness of the carcass, thickness of 
rib eye and thickness and plumpness of the loin and round. 
Finish refers to the degree of fatness. It incliuies the quality, 
quantity and distribution of fat m the inside and outside of the car­
cass. It also includes the distributicm of fat between the muscles and 
tissues. 
Quality refers to the character of the flesh and fat. In the car­
cass, quality is detemined by the tei^emess, palatability of the neat, 
strength of the muscle fiber, color of the lean and fat seat, amount 
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md strength ot ths eonneetive tissue, the character of the jjitercellular 
fat, relattoBship hetweon edible seat and fat and the slae md character 
of the b<mes. 
C<mfonaatloii, finish and qualltjr depend upcm the breed of enlnal, 
age of the anlnaX, type a»i kind of feed fed the animal, and the nature 
of the eare given the animal. %e grade of the carcass depends upon 
the eoanblnatlon of these three faetors (emiormtixm, quality and finish). 
Ho sharp line can be drawn between the upper llsdts of one grade and 
the lower limits of the next best grade. Iliese factors are continuous 
variablss. Ho techniques are available to detemlne the exact degree of 
each of the faetors neeessary for any givm grade elassifieatlon. 
I^e Beasuramnts taken were those ^ Ich were thought to be the most 
closely asTOciated with the factors detexmining grade* 
KeasureaiMits Taken^ 
carcase 
(1) Body - frm antedor edge of first rib to the lowest point of 
the aitch bone. 
(2) Hind leg « Pros the lowest point of aitch bone to the highest 
point of hook Joint (leg reoioved betwwm first tarsal and the large 
metatarsal b<me). 
(3) At shoulder - l^ckness fren inside of carcass at first dorsal 
vertebra to outside of shoulder on a line parallel to the floor. Sun 
^To facilitate cooputatlons these measurements were taken in mUli-
meters. 
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of iBMMittromaita of two si4«8 of oare&osM is roeordod. 
(4) At round - fhichasss fron ths bluest point of aitch bone to 
outsids of round on & line parftllel to the floor. Sm of meaeurvBumts 
of two sides of oaroasses is recorded. 
(5) Length of loin froK aiteh b<me to 12th rib, aeasurwl ahmg 
bade bone. 
(6) Oistanoe fron lower edge of breast bcme to upper edge of 
spinal oanal. 
nmm 
(1) Tracing of 0y onuiole 
a. Xeasureaents used includet 
1. Area {kSWH) (See Pig. 4 for iHustraticm of these 
suggested neasuresMnts and for loeaticxn of points 
used in the Bieasurinnnts). 
2. length (AB) largest distimoe across aoscle iu>t in* 
eltidiBg fat. 
3. l^dth (GO) perpendicular to AB one-half distance fron 
A to B| {(M) we-^lalf distance (BP) and (SF) one-
half distance (AP). 
4* WLdth of fat (Ui), (KG) and HQ. Measured from out­
side of fat t^ere surface of fat is perpendicular 
to points Ef G and Q respectiveljr. 
A^itifmal Informtim Taken 
1%e weights of the warn carcasses were obtained frca the c<wperating 
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paekcr* Xt vat impossible to obtain the cold wel^ts of the earcasses. 
fhe oolor ot the eye iffiiisele was obtained tising ibmsell color 
paddles. It was necessary for the length of time the eye auseles were 
e^josed to be about the same and for light to be eoaetant for these 
neasureaents to be of any value. These eondltions were not always 
satisfied. 
A.dditi<MEial inibmati<m i«a8 obtained by having tim goveraBont grader 
fill out a Beef Careass grading ehart for each carcass, fhe chart is 
shewn in App«idix A. It gives the grader's subjective evaluaticm of 
c^omati«»i, thickness of earcass, rib eye, loinf round, finish, kidney 
loaob, aai^ling, fimiess, color and grade of each careass. 
Procedure Used in Measuring 
1%e dsy before the carcasses were to be shipped out, the aeasuring 
crew took those measurments whieh could be obtained from the unribbed 
carcass side. These neasureBents were recorded m Individual cattle 
carcass data eard (A]3|>endix B)* 
k 
ffiM^SSESSSe 
Ifhm the earcasses were to be shipped out, th<^ were quartered. 
The ^ e ameele mA the fat around the sye iKUsele were traced on engineer 
tracing paper. Mimsell color paddles were used to record the color of 
the aeat. The official govemasnt graders regraded the carcasses ai^ 
filled out the beef careass grading charts. At the tine, the cards de­
noting t)M carcass nvnber and the unofficial grade were rsoo^rod. %e 
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aetual n<Msureamnt» of th« parts of tho raoselo used ia tho aztaJ^tio 
were tak«i frm the tracings after the caroasees had been shipped out. 
Analjrsls of the Data 
Little or no previous reeeareh had been conducted m attsmpting 
to predict grade of beef oareasses trm objeetive neasurements of the 
eareass. therefore, little was known about l^e relationships. Bie 
method of analysis used was to study intensively the way beef cattle 
grow and fatten, what charaoteristies of the animal indicate grade first, 
at whatiige the bones change their texture, i^t breeds and classea of 
livestock have differ<mt charaeteristlcs in givm grades, etc. In try­
ing to detemine %Moh faotors would be the most profitable in predict­
ing grade, this intoaslve stu^y of the theory of the develepoent of 
beef cattle was used as a background from which to select variables 
that were to be used. 
It was thou^t tliat weight and length were an adequate measure of 
the confomatitMEi because the more weight per unit of length, the better 
the confomation of the animal, these two variables also indicate to 
some extent the finish of an animal because the fatter the animal, the 
heavier the animal is per unit of Imgth. the government graders could 
grade more accurately the 9^0 muscle was visible. This was because 
they were able to see the amount of fat around the eye muscle, the 
marbling o;^ distributioda of fat with the muscle and the area of c^e 
muscle, these are iaqjortant factors in determining grade. 
It is believed that beef cattle feed fatten from t^e head to 
the tall and from the top of the baeic down the side. 
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UslBg this iafomatlon as a basis Tor prsdietioa of gz^o, an 
oqiaaticm oan bo sot up as foUovrst 
7 z f(*x, H* *3» *4' *5^  
whoro y z grado 
: weight 
X2 : total Iwgtdh 
- area of eye BUSOIO 
width of fat (m i^e musole 
Xg » aarbling 
Objective measuremantB of these variables except x^ can be obtained. 
An equation could have been set up which would include all the variables 
Boasured^ but this equaticm wotild have bmn too complex to handle and 
ia^raetieal frca the viewpoint of obtaining aooeptaaoe of the grade 
specif icati<ms« 
7he above equation is a theoretieal equaticm and does not preclude 
the testing of the other variables measured* 
Coding of Grade 
Since the grades were aeasured in subjective teras, it was neoessaiy 
to code these teras into nundb^ers so that analysis could be saade. "Shm 
aethod used was to code the one-third government grades letting the uppei>-
third of Prine be ooded 2, the aiddle-third k, the lower>third 6, etc. 
This is illustrated in Table 3* 
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Table 3* Code values for grades of beef cattle carcasses. 
Subjective tera Code He. Subjective tern 
Code 
Ho. 
Upper third 2 Upper third 20 
Priae Middle third 4 CoBnercial Middle third 22 
Lower third 6 Lower third 24 
Upper third d Upper third 26 
Choice Middle third 10 UtiUty Middle third 28 
liower third 12 Lower third 30 
Upper third 14 Upper third 32 
Good Middle third 16 Canner Middle third 34 
Lower third 18 Lower third 36 
^ese coded valoss are the oies used l^e Bureau of Aniisal 
ladrntrff lAaited States !}epart^sBi»it of Agricidture, in their research 
worie. 
the ia^licit assmptlon is aiade that the grades are equally spaced 
so far as phjrsieal variation is conoeraed and that each cme<-ti3ird of a 
grade is eqiialljr spaced within the grade. 
Coding the grades in this aanner will induce soiBe uneoqiLained error 
in the prediction equation even ^ ough the equation was perfect. This 
is true becatise the grades are ccmtinuous whereas the coded values are 
discrete, this can be illustrated }3^ an ttxasple. Suppose that the 
actual grade is in the aiddle>third of the Priae grade just above the 
limits of the lower»third of the Frine grade. Its actual value would 
be, 4*9. This would be ceded as 4» Thus, if the prediction equa­
tion was perfect and actually gave the value 4.9» there would be a .9 
ime3q>laised residual. This would mean that the variation about the 
grades that were associated with the independent irariabX«i woiild be 
soaXler than could be expected if the grades could be coded more 
accurately. 
The i^sieal variation within grades is not thought to be the 
same in all grades. It is believed that there is more pt^rsical vari-
aXim ^thin the ccmMtrcial grade than within the Choice grade. How­
ever, since the actual amount or degrM of difference is not known, 
the grades were coded as if the variations in fini«^, quality, and caa> 
fomation within and between grades were linear and constant. 
Previous ^ published wox^c by Kiehl ($) st the University of Missouri 
%m8 used as one measure of the effect of the variidJles on grades. Th* 
wei^t ra^es were fix^ in 50 pound weii^t groups and the simple 
correlation coefficients were cinipated for each of the independent 
variables or measurwaents on the depeiuiant variable grade (fable 4)« 
fhe implicit assumption was made that the relaticmship was linear. 
Table 4 shows that ^e measure most highly correlated with gr»le 
is the total length of the carcass. This is followed closely by width 
of fat, IttBgth of leg ami length of body. 1%e last two were ccwbined 
to get t^e total length, and thus would be expected to have about the 
same eorrelati<»i with grade as total Imgth. Correlation coefficients 
i 
(r) do not always give an indication of the relative importance of 
variables idim they are to be combined into a multiple regre8si<m equa-
ticm. ^is is because the variables may have intercorrelation effects 
which are not aacertaJiJiable from the sin^sle correlation coefficiimts. 
To avoid axgr assuaptim about the shape of the relationship, each 
measurement was plotted on graf^ paper against the depeoadent variable, 
f&bls 4. OorrelatloB coefficients of various sieasurmmti with grade. 
Weight 
gfwxp 
(Steers) 
M 
Width 
of 
fat 
Plraq}-
aess of 
round 
Length 
of 
body 
Lmgth 
of 
leg 
total 
Imgth 
Width Width 
of of 
stu^iilder Eotind I 
Depth 
of 
body 
Circias. 
of 
round 
aib-
eye 
area 
400-449 19 -.878 -.573 .624 .596 .652 -.554 -.392 .560 -.353 .125 
450-499 28 —.624 -.540 .733 .742 .802 -.177 -.513 .176 -.215 .121 
500-549 30 -.829 -.659 .871 .738 .797 -.650 -.163 .601 -.489 .005 
550-599 29 -.624 -.323 .725 .781 .774 —.304 -.117 .606 -.228 .190 
6oo—649 40 -.667 -.491 .779 .694 .711 -.427 -.343 .545 -.220 .081 
650-699 37 -.682 -.729 .715 .682 .748 -.481 -.623 .495 -.598 -.242 
700-749 35 -.639 -.408 .621 .555 .651 -.273 -.247 .382 -.116 .168 
750-799 43 -.547 -.390 .649 .605 .697 -.674 —•486 .149 -.167 .277 
800-049 36 —.640 -.340 .551 .640 .616 -.148 .040 .055 -.138 .424 
850-899 21 -.758 -.356 .495 .604 .591 -.451 -.075 .303 -.034 .116 
Total 318 -6.888 -4.809 6.742 6.631 7.039 -4.139 -3.001 3.872 -2.558 1.265 
tlawei^ted 
average -.688 -.481 .674 .663 .704 -.414 -.300 .387 -.256 .127 
^Source: Eliaer Kiehl. K&rketing Slau^ter Cattle by Carcass Weight and Grade. Qnpidslished 
research. Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. 1950. 
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grade, fhey were examined visually to determine whether or not the 
relationship was linear and idiich ones appeared the most closely 
correlated with grade. These charts az>e foimd in Appendix C. It was 
found that aH the relationships could reasonably be asstmed to be 
linear except for width of fat. 
The results of this plotting showed that weight, thickness of fat 
and l«agyi were the rariables most closely associated with grade, so 
far as sis^le correlation is concerned (Appendix C). 
This tends to ferifljr the theoretical equation again. But since 
the fat relatlfflashlp sewed to be curvilinear rather than linear, the 
theoretical equation was changed to: 
y - f(xi, X2, X3, X3^) 
idiere y - grade 
X}^  s weight 
X2 s total length 
X3 = width of fat 
(area of eye) was dropped trm l^e nodel as aost of the previous 
tests indicated that it would not be of mudi value. 
Using this belief that ^e beef animal fatt«is froa the top of the 
back down the sides, the width of fat which was an average of three 
masureaents (ft, QH, and KH, Figure 4} was changwi to use only HH as a 
measure.^ This is the lowest neasurement taken of the fat <m the eye 
Buscle and, thus, would be the last to fill out. This helped to 
'^^ s measureasat will be called «yefat thickness throughout the 
rest of this manuscript. 
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segregate the short fed anioals from the long fed ones. It is a measure 
of th« quality as well as the finish. 
the equation with this change beeoaesi 
y = f(*i, *2# *3» *3^ ) 
iiri^ere y z gs^de 
*1 = w«ighfc 
X2 z total leng^ 
z «79fat thickness 
fhe next step in the analysis was to use graphic multiple corre­
lation to see which ccmbination of variables would give the laost accurate 
prediction eqtmticoi. Graphic correlation was UAed because it does not 
assune the form the relatimaships are before the analysis is started. 
fhe sample had 355 observations. This number was too large to handle 
by graphic correlatioa. to avoid this probl«i the cards were sorted into 
their respective strata and one card was taken at random from each 
stratum, these observations were used for the grajMcal correlation. 
The procedure used was to take grade and wei^t plus one other variable 
until aU the variables had be«a used with weight. After this was 
cos^leted another set of observations was selected in the same manner 
and the process was repeated. This was done three times with a rating 
sheet being kept for each analysis. The basis of comparison of the 
relative importance was the reduction in the residuals by the addition 
of another variable to a weij^t and grade regression, ^e result of 
this part of the analysis is found in Table 5* The variables were rated 
on the basis of exeell«it, good, fair, ccsBmon and useless. 
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Tabl« 5* Bat lag sheet for the reduetlcm In the residhiale adding an 
additional variable to a grade and weight regression. 
Variable Bating Hating Eating 
Total length Bjcsellent Bxcellmt Excellent 
Length loin Good Fair Fair 
\«idth shoulder Pair Pair C(»aEK>n 
Width round Useless Fair Fair 
Depth 7th rib Fair Good Useless 
Cir. rouad Fair Fair Pair 
Wei^t-length ratio Excellent CkK>d Good 
index of pluapoess (3ood Fair Good 
Area of eye nmsele Fair Useless Fair 
Fat measure^Tofcal Good Fair Good 
Fat 3Bea8\ire«FL Useless Useless Useless 
Fat seasureoOK Fair Good Fair 
Fat measure-HN Excellent Excellent Sxcellmt 
The eenelusion trcm this analjrsis vas that weight, length, weight-
X«Bgth ratio and the ejefat thickness showed the highest net eorreXations 
with grade. 
The next step in the analysis ims to use grade as the dependent 
variable and weight and lenagth as iMspendent variables aiod then to 
repeat ^e previous process adding one variable at a tij&e and recording 
the results. 
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The oonolttslon txxm this step in the analiysis v&a that the only 
other variable that was of mueh value in predletlng grade was some 
measure of the width of fat on the eye muscle. Elfefat thiekness seemed 
to show the most relationship. This measure appeared to have a sli^ t 
euznrilinear relaticmship with grade, while the other variables sewsed 
to have a linear relationship. 
All the tests used indicated that weight, length and thickness of 
fat on the ^ e aosole were the most important variables in predicting 
grade. 
Using the knowledge of the shape of the relationships, the model 
was then changed to the regression equaticm: 
y s a 4 bixi i bax2 i 
Thus, it was assumed that (1) the effects of the vazlables is 
additive; (2) the error (ime3^>lained residual) is normally and inde> 
pmdeatly distributed} and (3) the variance of the x*s is equal for all 
y»s. 
!nie various parameters in the multiple regresaicm equation were 
detemined by the method of least squares. The resulting regression 
equati<m is as foUowss 
y s -13.317780 - .022871kx 4 .025881*2 - .6643893^  4 
.010196x5^  
where y s Grade of the carcase 
xi s Wei^t of the carcass in pounds 
X2 s Isagbh of the carcass in millimeters 
X3 z Eyefat thickness 
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The naltiple correlation cooffieiwit (R) was .898 and the corre^ 
2 
sponding eoeffieient of determination (R ) ms .806. In other irarde, 
about 81 percent of the variatlcm in grade was assoeiat«i with the 
indep«adent variables. 
the total sua of squares (TSS) was 11,487*93• The siaa of squares 
of reduetion (SSR) was 9«255.92. Thus, the error sxam of squares (ESS) 
was 2,232.01. This metois that the equatlcm: 
y « -13.317780 - .02287*1 4 .025881x2 - .664389*3 4 
.010196*^ 
%^er« - weight aeasured in poiuids 
*2 s length awasured in millisieters 
X3 I thicknn. anuio-Kl In i.iUi«.t.r. 
*4 s *3 •qaared 
y s grade 
explains all but 2,232.01 of the 11,487*93 total SUB of squares. 
The standard partial regression eoefficlents (^'^) ^ or the several 
variables and their oorresponding (t) values are as followss 
b*3^ r •0-713 ti r 14*12 
b»2 = -0.505 t2 s 13*08 
b*3 s -0.990 t3 s 10.13 
h\z -0.583 ^4 s 6.81 
The standard partial regression ooeffieionts were all significant 
at the <«te peremt level. In general, these standard partial regression 
coefficients indicate the relative importance of the variables in pre­
dicting grade. 
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The sSfliple eorr«lfttlott ooefflolonts (r) were also examined tot 
these variables. They are presofrted in fable 6. 
Table 6. Simple eozrelation eoeffieients (r) for the variables used in 
the multiple regressicm equation. 
Grade Weight Length 
Width 
of 
fat 
Width 
of fat 
squared 
Grade 1.000 -.665 —.111 -.774 -.648 
Weight -.665 1.000 -.715 .606 .492 
Iiength -.111 -.715 1.000 .181 .124 
'^idth of fat 
-.774 -.606 .181 1.000 .954 
Width of fat squared —•648 .492 .124 .954 1.000 
these ooeffieiflnts indicate the intercorrelation between the 
independent variables. If two iadepmdent variables are correlated with 
eaeh other perfectly {R s 1), then the use of either c»e or the other 
is justified in the analysis. Nothing will be gained from using both of 
the variables in the major regression equation. 
Since and are highly correlated (r - .954) the gain in the 
reduction of sw of squares may not be large enough to Justify the use 
of both in the major regression equation. 
fhe last variable was dropped farom the regression equation and the 
equation was solved for the new parameters. The equaticm then becamet 
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J s -19.053 - ,027043^ f .0286;^ - .2443^ 
where xj^ weight meaaured in pounds 
X2 z length measured in adllineters 
s width of fat oeasured in millimeters 
y s grade 
The multiple oorrelation coefficient (R) was .883 and the corre-
8{»nding coeffici«it of detemination (B^) was .781. In other words, 
abotit 78 percent of the irariationB in grade is associated with the 
independrnt variables. Aie total ovm of squares (TSS) was 11,487.93. 
*^10 SUB of squares of reduction (SSR) was 8,967. Hius, the tmexplainwi 
(SSS) was 2,520.93j as was pointed out previously, part of this residual 
is due to coding. 
To test the significance of the addition of the variable x,  the 
4 
following analysis was conqjuteds 
Source of 0eErees of Staa of Mean 
fr«^ca sc|uaw8 2aM«3re 
First 3 variates 3 8,967 2,989 
Addi^ redueti<m due to 
4th variate 1 289 289 
Em>r 350 2,521 7.5 
38.5^ (1.350 degrees of freedcm) 
mie addition of the variable 3^ (fat squarwl) is highly significant 
SffiBotes sigaificant at the one percent probability level, this 
means that if all the possible samples of a g^ven size in a populati<»]i 
where x, had no infltteace m grade were talcen, less than one percent of 
the time the f value would be this large. 
The null hTpotheaia that it did not i&ake a significant ccmtributicHi to 
tb« predietion equaticm is rejected. 
The equation], 
y ; -.13.31s - .02293^ .4 .02593fe- .66439+ .0102*4 
win be tused as the basic equation from which the specificatl<m» for 
grade stiundarda will be developed. 
Interpretation of the Begression Coefficioats 
The additiim of an independent variable which is highly correlated 
with another indepmideat variable cooiplieates the interpretaticm of the 
regre88i<»i coefficients. A regression coefficimt is the average change 
in y (predicted dependent variable) with a unit change in with the 
other x's not dOianging. Thus, the interpretation of b-j (eyefat thicknese) 
would be the average change in y (predicted grade) with a unit change 
in with all other variables remaining unchanged. It is iapossible 
o 
for X3 to chaise without eha«iging as z ^  * 
Since x^ and x^^ are highly correlated, then the effect <m y of x^ 
is divided between b^ and b^. Hence, the value of this t does not 
correctly test the rate of change of y with respect to x^. 
The change of y with respect to is given byj 
SB = ^  = t>3 4 2bj|^X3 
dx^ 
e s b^ 4 2b4x3 
,h ' •% • 
t = **3 = 17.03 
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fhis t valiM should bo U8<Ki to test the actual offeet of the rat* 
of change of 7 with rospeot to (1, p. 147) • This would indioato 
that ^efat thiclmass is the aost important variate in predietixig grade, 
whereas, the previous calculations ignoring the jintercorrelation of 
and would lead to the oonolusion that 3^ was one of the least 
important variates in predicting grade. 
Sinee the equation is to be used only as a prediction equation, 
other |»>obli«i8 associated with the intercorrelation of independmt 
•arii^les will not be discussed* 
Oereloping Carcass Grade Specificaticms 
It would be rery difficult for a grader to re-solve the equation 
each time he graded a carcass. To simplify the use of this equation, 
many combinations of the independent variables were solved and the 
results recorded in titular form (Table ?}• To aeccmplish this purpose 
it was necessary to decide upon what intervals to use for weight, length 
aad ^efat thickness. 
ftM specificatioBs for a steer of a given grade changed by about 
four millimeters of egrefat thickness (other measureaents held constant) 
with a change of 50 pounds in carcass weight. It would be difficult to 
measure much closer than one or two millimeters, thus, it was decided 
that 50 pound intervals would be sufficient for an acceptable grade 
standard. 
Table ?• Tentative objective carcass grade specifications for slaiighter steers. 
Carcass 
weights 
Length 
CaTOass grades 
PrifflB Choice Good CoBtaercial Utility 
of 
carcass 
^efat 
thidc-
ness at 
margin 
Elyefat 
thick­
ness at 
oargin 
^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
]^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
(sam.) (ran.) (am.) (m.) (mm.) (oam.) 
Less than 1675 55 24 7 0 
1675 - 1724 57 33 8 0 
1725 - 1774 59 43 11 0 
1775 - 1824 61 48 U 2 0 
1825 - 1874 63 52 18 4 0 
1875 - 1924 66 55 7 0 
1925 - 1974 68 58 39 9 0 
1975 - 2025 69 60 45 12 1 
More than 2025 70 61 48 13 2 
Less than 1675 51 17 4 0 
1675 - 1724 53 19 5 0 
1725 - 1774 55 26 7 0 
1775 - 1824 58 42 10 0 
1825 - 1874 61 47 13 2 0 
1875 - 1924 63 51 17 4 0 
1925 - 1974 65 54 22 6 0 
1975 - 2025 67 57 35 8 0 
More than ^25 68 58 a 10 0 
(lb.) 
300-349 
350-399 
^Grades before the government changes in January, 1951. 
Table 7. (Cont.) 
Caz*ca8s grades 
Carcase 
weights 
Length Prime Choice Good Ccaaaierclal gtillty 
of Eljrefat l^efat %efat llyefat IJjrefat 
carcass thick- thick­ thick­ thick­ thick­
ni^s at ness at ness at ness at ness at 
aargin margin margin Bargin margin 
(am.) (nra.) (m.) (BBB.) (m.) (m.) 
Lass than 1725 51 17 4 0 
1725 - 1774 53 20 5 0 
1775 - 1824 56 26 7 0 
1825 - 1874 58 42 10 0 
1875 - 1924 61 47 13 2 0 
1925 - 1974 63 51 17 4 0 
1975 - 2024 65 54 21 6 0 
2025 - 2075 67 57 34 8 0 
More than 2075 68 58 41 10 0 
Less than 1825 55 24 7 0 
1825 - 1874 57 29 8 0 
1875 - 1924 59 43 11 0 
1925 - 1974 61 48 13 2 0 
1975 - 2024 63 51 17 4 0 
2025 - 2074 65 55 23 6 0 
2075 - 2124 67 58 38 9 0 
2125 - 2174 69 60 45 12 1 
More than 2175 70 61 48 13 2 
(lb.) 
400-449 
450-499 
Tabltt 7> (Cant.) 
Ctimuw grad— 
Pria* Good 
Careaas 
veights 
Goaaerelal Utility 
of llfafat ISfafat %afat l^ afat I^ Tafat 
CMTCBBB thick- thlek- thlck- thick- thick-
naaa at naaa at saaa at nMa at neaa at 
•az^ in •arsin aargin margin oargln 
(m-)  («.) («.) («.) (••.) (-.) 
L»o» than 1825 53 18 5 0 
1825 - 1874 54 21 6 0 
1875 - 1924 57 35 8 0 
1925 - 1974 59 43 11 1 0 
1975 - 2024 62 48 U 2 0 
2025 - 2074 64 52 18 4 0 
2075 - 2124 66 55 24 7 0 
2125 - 2175 68 58 40 9 0 
Kora than 2175 68 59 47 11 0 
Lass than 1850 51 17 4 0 
1850 - 1899 53 20 5 0 
1900 - 1949 56 26 7 0 
1950 - 1999 58 42 10 0 
aOOO - 2049 61 47 13 1 0 
2050 - 2099 63 51 17 4 0 
2100 - 2U9 65 54 21 6 0 
2150 - 2200 67 57 34 8 0 
Mora than 2200 69 58 a 10 0 
{1*».^  
500-549 
550-599 
thick­
ness at 
(OB.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(Cottt.) 
Carcass grades 
X>eKigth Priae Choice Good CoMereial Utility 
l^ efat ]^ efat :^ efat l^ refat 
carcass thidc- thick- thick- thick­
ness at aess at ness at ness at 
aarsgin BUMrgia margin aargln 
(«.) («.) <«.) (m.) (m.) 
Less than 1825 50 16 3 0 
1875 - 1924 52 18 4 0 
1925 - 1974 55 23 6 0 
1975 - 2024 58 38 9 0 
2025 - 2074 60 45 12 1 
2075 - 2124 62 50 15 3 
2125 - 2174 64 53 19 5 
2175 > 2224 66 56 26 7 
More thaa 2225 67 57 37 8 
Less than 1900 49 14 2 0 
1900 - 1949 50 16 3 0 
1950 - 1999 54 21 6 0 
2000 - 2049 56 29 8 0 
2050 - 2099 59 43 U 0 
2100 - 2149 61 48 14 2 
2150 - 2199 63 52 18 4 
2200 - 2249 65 55 23 6 
More than 2250 66 56 27 8 
?able 7. 
Careaas gradoa 
Prime Choiea Good GoamarciaX Utility 
Carcass 
wei^ts 
hmgm 
of 
carcass 
%«fat 
thick-
aess at 
aargta 
l^ fat 
thick­
ness at 
mrgia 
l^fat 
thiek-
aess at 
Biargin 
llyefat 
thick­
ness at 
maurgin 
^^fat 
thick­
ness at 
laargin 
(lb.) (oaa.) (HB.) («.) (am.) {mm.) (M.) 
Less than 1900 44 11 0 
1900 - 1949 13 1 0 
1950 - 1999 50 17 4 0 
2000 - 2049 54 21 6 0 
700-749 2050 - 2099 57 33 8 0 
2100 - 2149 59 44 U 0 
2150 - 2199 62 4S U 2 0 
2^ - 2250 63 52 IB 4 0 
More tl»a 2250 66 55 24 7 0 
Less thui 1900 3a 9 0 
1900 - 1949 42 10 0 
1950 - 1999 47 13 2 0 
750-799 2000 - 2049 51 17 4 0 
Zm " 2099 54 22 6 0 
aoo - sm 57 36 9 0 
2150 - 2199 60 44 U 0 
2200 • 2250 62 49 15 2 0 
More than 2250 63 51 17 4 0 
fabl« 7* 
Carcass grades 
Carcass 
weights 
Lfflagth 
of 
eareass 
Prime <aioiee Good Ciaaereial 
l^efat 
thick­
ness at 
%efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
f^at 
thick­
ness at 
oaz^gin 
lljrefat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
gtility 
j^ fat 
thick­
ness at 
ffiargia 
(lb.) (Ml.) (».) («.) («.) (mm.) (an.) 
Less than 1925 28 8 0 
1925 - 1974 39 9 0 
1975 - 2024 46 12 1 0 
2025 - 2074 50 16 3 0 
800-849 2075 - 2124 53 20 5 0 
a25 - 2174 56 27 8 0 
2175 - 58 42 10 0 
2225 - 2275 61 47 13 2 0 
More than 2275 63 51 17 4 0 
Zisss than X925 21 6 0 
1925 - 1974 25 7 0 
1975 - 2024 40 10 0 
2025 - 2074 46 12 1 0 
850-899 2075 - 2124 50 16 3 0 
2125 - 2174 53 20 5 0 
2175 - 56 38 8 0 
2225 - 2275 59 42 10 0 
Ifore than 2275 61 47 13 2 0 
Table 7. (Coat.) 
Carcass grades 
Pris» C^lee Qood 
0«^as8 
velglits 
Goamereial Utility 
of %efat l^fat Ijjrefat lyefat ^efat 
earease thidc- thick­ thick­ thick­ thick­
&ess at ness at ness at ness at ness at 
msargin Bjargin margin margin 
(m.) (aa.) inm.) (m.) (M.) {JM.) 
Less thaa 1950 19 5 0 
1950 - 1999 22 6 0 
2000 - 2049 36 9 0 
a050 - 3099 44 n 0 
aoo - 2149 48 14 2 0 
2150 - a99 52 19 5 0 
2200 - 22{»9 55 24 7 0 
2250 - 2300 58 40 10 0 
More ttiaa 2300 60 46 12 1 0 
I<es8 than 1975 17 4 0 
1975 - 2024 19 5 0 
20;^  - 2074 26 8 0 
2075 - 2124 42 10 0 
21;^  - 2174 47 13 1 0 
2175 - 51 16 4 0 
2225 - 2274 54 22 6 0 
2275 - 2325 57 36 8 0 
More than 2325 59 44 U 0 
(lb.) 
900-949 
950-999 
f&bX6 7 • ^Ooixb •) 
Careasa gemdma 
Careass 
weights 
Length 
of 
earcass 
Priae Choice Good Co«isrciaX utility 
%efat 
thick­
ness at 
aargin 
(lb.) (» SB.) (fflffl.; 
Less th«a 2000 16 
2000 - 2049 18 
2050 - 2099 23 
2100 - 2149 39 
1000-1049 2150 - 2199 45 
2200 - 2249 50 
2250 - 2299 53 
2300 - 2350 56 
More than 2350 57 
Less than 2025 15 
2025 - 2074 16 
m5 - 2124 21 
2125 - 2174 30 
1050-1099 2175 - 43 
2225 - 2274 4d 
2275 - 2324 52 
23«> - 2375 55 
More than 2375 56 
Ijfefat 
thiek-
n«ss at 
aargin 
^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
J^efat 
thick­
ness st 
sargis 
^yefat 
thick­
ness at 
aargin 
) 
3 
4 
7 
9 
12 
15 
20 
26 
37 
2 
4 
6 
& 
11 
14 
15 
23 
2d 
(«.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
5 
B 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
7 
8 
(am.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
{«.) 
Table ?• (CkHit.) 
Carcase grades 
X^mgteh Priaw C^oiee dood Comereial Utility V<U^^«IWA 
wei^ta ©f 
eareaas 
i^ fat 
tilled-
aess at 
margin 
^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
%efat 
thick-
Bess at 
margin 
l^ efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
]^ efat 
thick-
aess at 
Btargia 
(lb.) (an ».) («.) (•a.) (OBI.) (jam.) (aa.) 
Iiess than 2050 33 2 0 
2050 - 2099 14 3 0 
2100 - 2249 19 5 0 
2150 - 2199 25 7 0 
1100-U49 2200 - 2249 a 9 0 
2250 - 2299 46 23 1 0 
;^ oo 
- 2349 50 16 3 0 
^50 - 2400 54 21 6 0 
More than 2400 55 24 7 0 
less thaa 2075 12 1 0 
2075 - 2124 33 2 0 
2125 - 2174 17 3 0 
2175 - 2225 22 6 0 
U50-1199 2225 - 2274 37 9 0 
2275 - 2324 45 11 1 0 
;»25 - 2374 49 14 3 0 
2375 -> 2425 53 18 5 0 
UMTS t^aa 2425 54 21 6 0 
fabl« 7* (C^e.) 
Cftreass grad«« 
CareoM Primi Choice Good Cosasereial Wiility 
weii^ts or eareaes EJ^efat tfaick-
Bess at 
aargia 
£^at 
thici&> 
xwss at 
aaurgia 
ESrefat 
thick-
XMS8 at 
%ejtat 
thiek-
afl»8 at 
margin 
Syefat 
thick­
ness at 
Margin 
(lb.) («.) (m.) (am.) (on.) (ami.) (ma.) 
leas thaa 2100 6 0 
2100 ~ 2149 12 1 0 
2150 - 2199 16 3 0 
2200 • 2249 20 5 0 
X200-X250 2250 > 2299 27 8 0 
2300 - m9 42 10 0 
2350 - 2399 47 23 2 0 
2400 > 2450 51 17 4 0 
More tfaaa 2450 52 20 5 0 
Less than 2125 11 0 
2125 - 2174 12 1 0 
2175 - 16 3 0 
More than 2225 - 2274 20 5 0 
1250 2275 - 232U 28 8 0 
2325 - 2374 42 10 0 
2375 • 2424 48 23 2 0 
. 2475 52 18 4 0 
M^e idxm 2475 53 20 5 0 
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LttBgU} did mt iiier«a9« unifonily with an iaerease ia weighty 
th«r»for«f l««tgth eould net be used a« a linear fmotioa iMreaking 
down l«Bgth into aegiaente. To detemiae how leagth should be eombinwl 
with weight iit preparifig the grade etwidard, the average length of the 
eareasses in each weight group was plotted against that weight gro«^ 
(Fig* 5)* Ihe relationship was eurriliaear* A free-hand curve was 
fitted to the data, the length (to the elosest 25 nllli»eters) used 
for the e«3ter of the grade for each weight geomp is the Iwgth found 
^ using the regrassim of weight <m length. 
It was deoided to use $0 millimeters as a dividing point for the 
l«agth aeasttr«B«Bts* 
Fat aeasuremsnts used 
To detenaine the amount of fat neeessaxy for a grade for axgr 
given weii^t and length group, the average wei^t and average l«Bgth 
of the gronp was substituted into the equati<»i. The equation was 
th«a set equal to the grade and solved for the width of fat required 
for that grade. For illustrative purposesi suppose that iUtie width of 
fat neoessary for Prime grade of the 3$0<»400 pound weight group and 
the 1775-1325 millimeter Iwogth group was desired, the procedure 
would be to substitute 375 pounds for IdOO milUmeters for X2 
and 9 grade for 7 into the equaticon. Solving the equation, we have 
a quadratic funetimi involving (width of fat), x^(x^^} and some 
constant. 
miis solutiim gives the width of fat that is the dividing line 
i 
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Fig. 5. Relationship between weight and average carcass 
length for each weight group. 
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between Priiae and Choice for this weight and length ccmibinatlon. The 
same procedure was followed to find the fat for each weight, Imgth, and 
grade combination used in the grade standard (Table ?)• 
Hew Grade Standard 
The discussion of grades for carcass beef has been confined to 
those that were in use in 1950 whm the study was oade. In January, 
1951» the official grades for carcass beef were changed* The following 
changes were made. The grades that were Prime and Choice before that 
date were cosblned into a single grade and designated as Prime* Beef 
carcasses originally classified as the Gk>od grade were changed to Choice. 
The top half of the CcoBieroial grade (carcasses from young underfinished 
cattle) was desi^mted as the Good grade. Utility, Cutter and Canner 
grades remained unchanged. 
To ccxoform with this change in the official grades of beef cattle 
carcasses, the grades in the proposed objective carcass grade specifi­
cations were cluinged accordingly (Table 8). The original specifications 
were giv«a in milliiaeters as they were easier to c<Mnpute. The present 
carcass grade specificatitHis for slaughter steers are ccmverted to inches 
to make the standard more easily understood. This grade standard consists 
of the Prime, Choice, Good, Utility, Cutter and Canner grades. The 
heterogeneity of the animals in the CcHonercial grade was recognized in 
the prepaz^tion of this study, the carcasses that were later called Good 
were the only ones that were measured in the Coamercial grade. Thus, 
the Coonercial grade is missing from the new grade specifications. 
fable 8. Objective carcass grade specifieaticms for sXaughter steers 
Carcass 
weights 
LeagUi 
of 
carcass 
telae 
Carcass 
%«fat 
thick­
ness at 
sargis 
%efat 
thick­
ness at 
aargia 
giiiiiy 
B^i^at 
thick­
ness at 
Bfflurgin 
E^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
(lb.) 
300-349 
(in.) 
Less thttt 65.9 
65.9 - 67.8 
67.9 - 69.8 
69.9 - 71.8 
71.9 - 73.7 
73.8 - 75.7 
75.8 - 77.7 
77.8 - 79.7 
More than 79.7, 
(to.) 
.94 
1.30 
1.69 
1.89 
2.05 
2.17 
2.28 
2.36 
2.40 
(in.) 
.28 
.31 
.43 
.55 
.71 
.91 
1.54 
1.77 
1.89 
(in.) 
O 
0 
0 
.07 
.16 
.28 
.35 
.47 
.51 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
.07 
350-399 
Less than 65.9 
65.9 - 67.8 
67.9 - 69.8 
69.9 - 71.8 
71.9 - 73.7 
73.8 - 75.7 
75.8 - 77.7 
77.8 - 79.7 
Mors than 79.7 
.67 
.75 
1.02 
1.65 
1.85 
2.01 
2.13 
2.24 
2.28 
.16 
.19 
.28 
.39 
.51 
.67 
.87 
1.38 
1.61 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.07 
.16 
.24 
.31 
.39 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Table B. (Ckmt.) 
Caroass 
Careass grade* 
Loigth 
of 
carcase 
Priae 
%elai 
thiek* 
ae«» at 
margin 
Shoiee 
e^i^ at 
thin­
ness at 
aargin 
Good 
i^ efa^  
ttiick-
IM9S8 at 
margin 
DtlUty 
"jiyefai"'' 
thick­
ness at 
margia 
(lb.) 
5GO-549 
(in.) 
Less than 71.9 
71.9 - 73.7 
73.a - 75.7 
75.8 - 77.7 
77.8 - 79.7 
79.8 - 81.6 
81.7 - 83.6 
.^7 - 85.6 
More l^ aa 85.6 
(to.) 
.71 
.83 
1.38 
r.69 
1.89 
2.05 
2.17 
2.28 
2.32 
(ia.) 
.19 
.24 
.31 
.43 
.55 
.71 
.94 
1.57 
1.85 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
.07 
.16 
,26 
.35 
.43 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
550-599 
Less than 72.8 
72.8 - 74.7 
74.8 - 76.7 
76.8 - 78.6 
78.7 - 80.6 
.^7 - 82.6 
82.7 - 84.6 
84.7 - 86.7 
More than ^ .? 
.67 
.79 
1.02 
1.65 
1.85 
1.97 
2.13 
2.24 
2.28 
.16 
.19 
.28 
.39 
.51 
.67 
.83 
1.34 
1.61 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
.16 
.24 
.31 
.39 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Table 8, (Cont*) 
Care&ss grades 
Carcaara 
weights 
Length 
of 
eare&ss 
PriiBB Ghoiee Good EPtility 
%-«fat 
thick­
ness at 
nargiit 
E^fat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
%efat 
thick­
ness at 
aai^in 
:^ efat 
thick­
ness at 
aargia 
(lb.) 
600-649 
(in.) 
Less th»a 71.9 
71.9 
75.8 
77.8 
79.7 
81.7 
83.7 
85.7 
75.7 
77.t 
79.6 
81.6 
83.6 
85.6 
87.6 
More than 87.6 
(in.) 
.63 
.71 
.91 
1.50 
1.77 
1.97 
2.09 
2.20 
2.24 
(in.) 
.12 
.16 
.24 
.35 
.47 
.59 
.75 
1.02 
1.46 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
.12 
.19 
.28 
.31 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Less than 74.8 
650-699 
74.8 
76.7 
78.7 
80.7 
82.7 
84.6 
86.6 
76.6 
78.6 
.^6 
82.6 
84.5 
86.5 
88.5 
Itore than 88*5 
.55 
.63 
.79 
.83 
1.14 
1.69 
1.89 
2.05 
2.17 
.07 
.12 
.19 
.24 
.31 
.43 
.51 
.71 
.91 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.07 
.16 
.24 
0 
0 
0 
TftbXe 8. 
Carcass grades 
Carcass 
vei^ts 
Lmgth 
of 
eareass 
Prli» Choles Qood 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
E^ttfat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
E^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
l^ jrefat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
(lb.) 
700-749 
(in.) 
Less than 74.8 
74.8 - 76.6 
76.7 - 78.6 
78.7 - ^ .6 
80.7 - 82.6 
82.7 - 84.5 
84.6 - 86.5 
86.6 - 88.5 
More than 88.5 
(in.) 
.43 
.51 
.67 
.83 
1.:^  
1.73 
1.89 
2.05 
2.17 
(in.) 
0 
.04 
.16 
.24 
.31 
.43 
.55 
.71 
.94 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
O 
0 
.04 
.16 
.28 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
Less than 74.8 
750-799 
74.8 
76.7 
78.7 
80.7 
82.7 
84*6 
86.6 
76.6 
78.6 
80.6 
82.6 
84.5 
86.5 
88.5 
More theoi 88.5 
.35 
.39 
.51 
.67 
.87 
1.42 
1.73 
1.93 
2.01 
0 
0 
.07 
.16 
.24 
.35 
.43 
.59 
.67 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.07 
.16 
0 
0 
T&ble B, (Cont.) 
Carcass grades 
Carcass 
weights 
Leagth 
of 
carcass 
PZIBS Choice Good Ottlitr 
%efat 
thicko 
ness at 
aargia 
Eljrefat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
IJyefat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
Iljrefat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
(lb.) 
800-849 
(in.) 
Less than 75*8 
75.8 
77.8 
79.7 
81.7 
83.7 
85.7 
87.6 
77.7 
79.6 
81.6 
83.6 
85.6 
87.5 
89.6 
More than 89.6 
(in.) 
.31 
.35 
.47 
.63 
.79 
1.06 
1.65 
1.85 
2.01 
(in.) 
0 
0 
.04 
.16 
.19 
.31 
.39 
.51 
.67 
(in.) 
O 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.07 
.16 
(in.) 
0 
0 
850-899 
Less than 75*8 
75.8 - 77.7 
77.8 - 79.6 
79.7 - 81.6 
81.7 - 83.6 
83.7 - 85.6 
85.7 - 87.5 
87.6 - 89.6 
More than 89.6 
.24 
.28 
.39 
.47 
.63 
.79 
1.50 
1.65 
1.85 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
.12 
.19 
.31 
.39 
.51 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.07 
table 8. 
Careass 
weiijtiia 
Careass grades 
length 
of 
eareass 
Priae Ciioics Good gtmty 
]^ efat 
thlck-
aess at 
ll^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
]^ fat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
Byefat 
thick­
ness at 
aargia 
(lb.) 
900-949 
(in*) 
Less than 76.d 
76.8 - 7fi.6 
78.7 - 80.6 
80.7 - 82.6 
82.7 - 84.5 
84.6 - 86.5 
86.6 - 88.5 
88.6 - 90.6 
More than ^ .6 
(in.) 
.19 
.35 
./.3 
.55 
.75 
.94 
1.57 
1.81 
(in.) 
0 
0 
0 
O 
.07 
.19 
.28 
.39 
.47 
(ia.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
(ia.) 
Less than 77.8 
950-999 
77.8 
79.8 
81.8 
83.7 
85.7 
87.7 
89.6 
79.7 
81.7 
83.6 
85.6 
87.6 
89.5 
91.5 
More than 91.5 
.16 
.19 
.35 
.39 
.51 
.63 
.87 
1.42 
1.73 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
.16 
.24 
.31 
.43 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
fable B, (Cont.) 
Carcass 
weights 
Length 
of 
eareass 
Carcass grades 
Priae Choice Good Otilitj 
lljrefat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
l^fat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
llSrefat 
thick­
ness at 
sargin 
(IbO (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 
Less thm ?8.7 .12 0 
78.7 - 80.6 .16 0 
ao.7 - 82.6 Otk 0 
82.7 - 84.5 .35 0 
1000-1049 84.6 — 86.5 .47 .04 0 
86.6 — 88.5 .59 .12 0 
88.6 — 90.4 .79 .19 0 
90*5 - 92.5 1.02 .31 0 
Ifore than 92.5 1*46 .35 0 
Less than 79.7 .07 0 
79.7 - 81.6 .16 0 
81.7 - 83.6 .24 0 
83.7 - 85.5 .31 0 
1050-1099 85.6 - 87.5 .43 0 
87.6 - 89.5 .55 .09 0 
89.6 - 91.4 .71 .16 0 
91.5 - 93.5 .91 .28 0 
More than 93.5 1.10 .31 0 
fable 8» (Ckmt.) 
Carcass 
veldts 
Careaas grades 
Lmgth 
of 
oarcass 
Prias Jssi. 
Ilfefat 
thick-
nMS at 
oargla 
%«fat 
thick­
ness at 
mrgSn 
OtilitT 
^efat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
thick­
ness at 
m&rg  ^
(lb.) 
UOO-1149 
(in.) 
IASS than 80.7 
80.7 - 82.5 
82.6 — 84*5 
84.6 - 86.5 
86.6 — 88.4 
88.5 - 90.4 
90.5 - 92.4 
92.5 - 94.5 
Kore than 94.5 
(to.) 
.07 
.12 
.19 
.28 
.35 
.51 
.63 
.83 
.94 
(in.) 
0 
0 
O 
0 
0 
.04 
.12 
.24 
.28 
(in.) (in.) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1150-1199 
Less thsra 81.7 
a.7 - 83.6 
83.7 - 85.5 
85.6 - 87.5 
87.6 - 89.5 
89.6 - 91.4 
91.5 - 93.4 
93.5 - 95.5 
Sore than 95.5 
.04 
.07 
.12 
.24 
.35 
.43 
.55 
.71 
.83 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.04 
.12 
.19 
.24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Table 8. (Corae.) 
Carcass 
veigjbts of 
eareasa 
Carcass grades 
Prime Choice (ktod Utility 
J^efat 
thick-
nesa at 
BHirglii 
%efat 
thick­
ness at 
aiargiB 
%efat 
thidc-
ness at 
margin 
Eyefat 
thick­
ness at 
margin 
(lb.) (ifi.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (la.) 
Less tban 82.7 
82.7 - 84.5 .04 0 
84.6 - 86.5 .12 0 
86,6 - 88.5 .19 0 
12CX>-1250 88.6 - 90.4 .31 0 
90.5 - 92.4 .39 0 
92.5 - 94.4 .51 .07 0 
94.5 - 96.5 .67 .16 0 
More thaa 96.5 .79 .19 0 
Leas tiiaa 83^.7 
83.7 - 85.5 .04 0 
85.6 - 87.5 .12 0 
More than 87.6 - 89.5 .19 0 
1250 89.6 - 91.4 .31 0 
91.5 - 93.4 .39 0 
93.5 - 95.4 .51 .07 0 
95.5 - 97.5 .71 .16 0 
More than 97.5 .79 .19 0 
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EVALUATION OF THE QRkJM STANDARD 
The next step In the analysis was to grade each carcass bgr using 
the measuTttBonts and recording the number of carcasses that were ais-
graded. 
The distribution of these errors (Fig. 6) indicates that the grade 
standaird is properly centered as the ntad>er ot carcasses overgraded was 
about the same as the ntmber that was undergraded. 
Accuracy 
All but 33 of the 355 carcasses in the sanqple were correctly 
graded by using the grade standard developed. The carcasses that were 
incorrectly graded were evenly distributed among the weight groups and 
grades. Since the saaqple carcasses were graded with only 90 percent 
accuracy, this grade standard does not separate the carcasses into 
exactly the same group as the government graders using the present 
subjective grade staiulards. 
Undoubtedly, there is seme difference between the way any two 
government graders would grade the same carcasses. It is not believed 
by the author that the variation betwe<m government graders is more than 
three or four pero«it. Thus, the laroposed objective grade standard is 
about five to six percent less efficient in grading steer carcasses than 
the pres«it government graders. 
Ck>nsi8t(«icy 
The grade standard provides a method of gradiz^ the carcass that 
- 78 
Degree of error (fractions of grades) 
Pig. 6, ESistribution of error between actual grade and predicted 
gr&def 355 steers. 
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is eonsistenb over time and geograiMcal areas. It is not subject to a 
grader Idas* Aa individual grading the eareasses one day and in one 
geographieal area would plaee the same carcass in the s«me grade he 
would on another daj in e^e other geographical area* 
^is is not to assume that a grader using the presont subjective 
grades would not plaee the sane cax^asses in the sane grades day after 
dajj however, the iMssibility of a difference always remains. It would 
be less difficult to convince the seller and buyer that the grades were 
eimaistent and inpartial* Any differmoes of opini<m could quickly be 
settled ^  the use of a ruler* 
Eoonoaie Si^iificuiee 
The final grades were not changed from those used by the United 
States Department of Agriculture. Thus, the proposed objective carcase 
grade apeeificatix>ns make no iaprovesaent in this area. 
Simplicity 
The measuring of the carcasses is ea«y to perform. It is not 
difficult to measure tiie l«agto of the carcass, tbs width of fat on the 
^e muscle and carcass weight. These measurements can be tak«a in a 
few seconds* the graders using these three amasurments can determine 
the grades almost instantly* 
Grade Limits 
The proposed grade standard gives the combination of carcass 
length, weight and eyefat thickness which are necessary for a given 
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grade at t^e mrgias rather than the midpoints ot the grades. This gives 
a precise aethod of separating the eareaases which are on the dividing 
line between two grades. 
Acceptability 
Wh^her or not objectire carcass grade specifications for slaughter 
cattle vUl be adapted and used bgr all concerned depends upon (1) the 
cost of perfon&ing the grading, (2) the feasibility and desirability of 
the new grade standard, and (3) the support givm the standard by those 
outside the packing and processing industry* 
The cost of grading carcasses by objective aeans would appear to be 
very aau^l and of little consequence. The M.g cost to an individiial firm 
would be the rearrangement of its plan of operation. The scales would 
need to be moved to the end of the slaughtering line so that the cattle 
could be weighed after they were killed and dressed. Other minor changes 
of the layout of the plant might be needed. 
It would be neeessafy to cut the eye muscle at the time the grading 
was d(»ie. I^is is usually done in the packing plants j\ist before the 
carcasses are loaded in preparation for shipment. Packing plant author­
ities do not like to have this area exposed to the air for a Icmg peidod 
of time before shipnent because the color of the meat darkrats aoid the 
carcass appears to be lower in grade than it is. 
mte packers would be very reluctant to adopt any change which would 
represent a cash outlay for them with little or no chance of recovering 
this outlay. It is this aspect of the situation which makes the marketing 
and processing of agilcultural px^ucts a famer Mid constmeor problwi as 
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well as a packer problem. 
liiBltations 
The sample was taken b7 stratifying <m the basis of the dependant 
variate. This sampling procedxire introduces a bias* The extent of this 
bias is unknown. The results could have been improved if the distribu-
ticm of grade had been known and a weighted regression had been computed. 
A seocmd bias was introduced when the data were used to determine 
what relationships existed and then used as a basis of fitting this 
relationship to the data. 
The sample data were also used to detennine the accuracy of the 
prediction equation (Pig. 6). This leads to impressive but unimportant 
results. One would expect the prediction equation to fit the sample 
data with a high degree of precision. Also, the grades were ch^ged 
from one-third govemmeffit grades to grades, thus some of the error in 
prediction is eliminated. 
The study was based on only 355 grain-fed steer carcasses. They 
were fairly homogeneous in their physical characteristics. It is not 
esipeoted that the foregoing analysis would hold for grass-fed steer 
caircasses or heifer carcasses. It Is expected that the relationships 
between the same measurements and the grades of heifer carcasses woiild 
be similar to those obtained for steers. Additional Information and 
analysis is needed before a similar grade standard can be developed for 
heifer carcasses. 
Since the number of carcasses was small in each stratum of the 
sample, the study needs duplication before the validity of the grade 
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etai»l&r<i can be assured. 
Because these liaitatlons this proposed gi^de standard is not 
offered as a replaoKoent for the present grades. This standard is 
based upcm freight, length and ^efat thickness. Other eharaeteristies 
of the carcass mat be considered in the final placing of the carcasses 
in their respeotive grades. An illustration of such a case would be a 
carcass that out dark (color of the neat alaost black), ?%e grade 
standard would not necessarily grade this carcass correctly as it would 
ignore the ccdor disqualification* Even if the objective grade specifi­
cations indicated that the carcass should be placed in the Good or 
Coanercial grade, the grader would place the carcass in the Utility grade 
because of the objectionable color of the meat. 
Additional characteristics such as color, however, could be included 
in the specifications, the use of monsel paddles or color spectographs 
would ffii^e it possible to aeasure color objectively. Thus, the color 
specifications could be eag^essed in objective terns. Sm» training of 
the graders would be necessary to insure that they all oatched colors the 
saae. 
I^e specifications set forth fron this stu(ty are offered as a tenta­
tive first step in the develoi^nt of objective carcass grade specifica­
tions for slaughter cattle. They will need to be tested hy other 
investigators and by^ the trade and their useftdness determined before 
adaption becMies a matter of ccmcem. 
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SUHKABX 
Eeaearohers in the past have assumed that consumers directed pro­
duction efficiently through the pricing mechanism. Many cases eocist 
where this assmptlon needs to be re-evaluated. An Illustration of this 
is found in livestock marketing. The pricing mechanism reflects price 
somewhat inaccurately to the producer. IRius, the producer fails to 
receive the proper incentive to change production to the quantity and 
quality of the product that consumers prefer. 
The pricing mechanism fails to allocate resources efficiently in 
production because price differentials for different grades of meat at 
the consumer level are not fully-accurately transmitted back to the 
producer. 
Price differentials for different grades of meat cannot be main­
tained through ^ e complex marketing system unless uniform grade stand­
ards are in general use. 
Although official carcass grade standards for beef cattle have be^ 
specified by the United States Departmoit of Agriculture, they have not 
been accepted all concerned. Many reasons have been given for the 
failure of these grades to be accepted and used universally. 
One major reason for their failure to be adopted is that they are 
subjective, and there is no clear cut set of objective specifications 
which divide the carcasses into homogeneous groups. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the possibility that 
the subjective terns vdiich are now used could be described accurately 
by objective measvuremmts of the carcasses. 
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The reXationships between various aeasureoaflrats and grades were 
studied. %efat thickness was found to be most closely related to grade, 
with length and carcass weight following in that order. 
A regressitm equation using weight, longth, and ^efat thickness 
was found to be highly correlated with grade (R : .69). These variables 
were used to develop tentative objective carcass grade specifications 
for slaughter steers. 
By the use of the proposed grade standard, about 90 percmt of the 
carcasses in the saaple were placed in the same Onited States official 
carcass grade for beef that they were graded by the govemfflwt graders. 
More duplication of the stud^ is necessary before these relatitmships 
can be verified. Even if these relationships are valid for all cattle, 
factors other them weight, Imgth and eyefat thickness (for instance, 
color, garbling, area of eye nuscle, etc.) must be considexHid before the 
final grading of the carcass can be made. 
1^8 study gives some indicatiiMi of the possibility of developing 
objective carcass grade specifications for slaughter cattle. Additional 
research in this area might prove to be very profitable. 
The adoption of objective carcass grade specification would have 
mac^ implications. 1%e most important effect would be (m ccnnercial trans-
actims* The tems used would convey the ssme meaning to the bvgrer and 
seller. Thus, the trading would be done en a descriptive basis. 
This would make marketing of livestock more efficient as it would 
eliminate part of the resources employed in the present marketing systems. 
This decrease in the cost of mariceting of livestock should benefit the 
producer and oonsvimer as they would sharo this gain in effieimcy. 
Soae other obvious improv«Bezit8 in the marketing of livestock would 
include! (1) »ore Intelligible market news infonaation; (2) a more 
aeeurate detersJlAation of values; and (3) & change in produeticm toward 
those types and breeds of livestock preferred the eonsuraer. 
The adoption of these standards would also have mny far~reachlng 
effects. An iUustraticm of one of these might be the develop>a«3it of a 
new score card for livestock Judges to use in placing the animals in 
sJsmf MniLe* ob;}c«tive measures could be formulated in an equation 
whieh would deterosine grades, it would be a relatively simple 
n^er to find the relative import£uace of each variable, the points on 
the score card would be based on these relative values. 
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APFMDICBS 
-APPHTDIX A 
fable 9> Be«f careaa* grading chart. 
I*®*- Antoal Ho* Dat» Staticm Where graded Grader 
CCSfFOBifATIOH: 
CcNBpaetBees 
lI 4 4 4 3 8 t 10 12 lU 1^ id "a ) 22 24 130 lH 34 
Very 
CQBB» 
f" ' 
Com} 
Med 
ecmp 
Slightll 
rangy SaafflT 
Teiy 
ranior 
l^i^mesa of 
earoaes 
?eiy 
thick fhidc 
Mod. 
thick 
Slight^ 
thin Thin 
[ Teiy 
thin 
Hib eye 
(leaa) 
fery 
larse lATKe 
Mod. 
lazKe 
Sligii^ 
sffiall Ssall 
1 Very 
saall 
Lola 
Very 
thick Thick 
Mod. 
thick 
SligitOj 
thin Thin 
Very 
thin 
Roond PlUBP Full 
Mod, 
full 
Slighl3jj 
dhOdiBt 
Defi­
cient 
Very 
defi. 
FISXSHtthiek-
Bess of 
{external) 
Veiy 
thick fhi<dc 
Mod. 
thick 
Sligitilijr 
th±a Thin 
Veiy 
thin 
Distributicm 
{exteroBl) 
Very 
imif. 
Itoi-
fom 
Mod. 
laaif. 
SlighOy 
imevea 
Un-
ev«i 
Very 
uneven 
Kidia«|f knob i®i« itod Ig ant Defi. dfe 
farblis^ 
(rib sy»> ast 
Abun­
dant 
1^ . 
abun­
dant 
slight^ 
dcQoient 
Defi­
cient Traces 
QUALmtGrala 
of lean 
?e*y 
fine Fine 
Mod. 
fine 
SlighOy 
coarse Coarse 
Veiy 
coarse 
Pinmesa of 
lem 
festy 
fim Firm 
Mod. 
fix® 
Slightly 
soft Soft 
Mat-
enr 
Color of 
leaa 
Dark 
piak 
Light siijagy iod. 
dk« 
red 
Dark 
red 
Solor of 
fat j lAiite 
Creaogr 
white Creaqr 
Slightly 
jrellow 
fel-
Lev 1 
ISZ 
low 
-ium Prim Choice j 3o<»i 
Coaner-
cial 
iJtil-i 
^ Matter 
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table 10. to4i*l<ia«l carcaat data. 
CASCASS HO, Wt LfflJGfH MflO 
mmm btdex fimmss 
tmm im ___ I»TH EXS 
LEIK3TH BODY CBSS ST» EIE 
fOfiO. LiHGTH ___ FI- (SIB) 
LEKGTH mm EM (ETl) 
WIMH SH0 ___ (BIS) 
Wlimi MD TOTAL (EXE) 
DEPTH TTH EIB kWm% <EtS) 
CIR RUB GOim 
GRASS 
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APPEHDIX C 
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1400 1950 2150 2000 2050 2100 2200 
Total length (millimeters) 
Fig. 7. Relationship between total length of body and grade 
of steer carcass, 700-750 pound weight group. 
720 740 760 780 800 820 
Length of leg (millimeters) 
Fig. 8. Relationship between length of leg and grade of steer 
carcass, 700-750 pound weight group. 
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26 
22 _ 
o 20 
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5 
le -
16 
U 
12 
10 
o — 
4 J 
20 'J(' :<j 40 50 
Syefat thickness (millimeters) 
Fig. SI Relationship between eyefat thickness and grade of steer 
carcass, 700-750 potmd weight group. 
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• • 
• * 
• » 
2.50 2.60 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 
Weight-length ratio 
Fig. 10. Relationship between weight-length ratio and grade 
of steer carcass, 700-750 pound weight group. 
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24 -
22 
20 
S IS 
tj 0) 
TJ 
o 
o 
16 
14 
9» 
•w 
g 
S 12 
10 
a 
6 
1100 
± _L 
1150 1200 1250 1300 
Lesigth of bodjr CmlUimeters) 
1350 
Fig. 11. Relationship between length of body and grade of 
steer carcass, 700-750 povind weight group.. 
i I I I L 
300 350 400 450 500 550 
Width of shoulder (milllmetera) 
Fig. 12, Relationship between width of shoulder and 'grade 
of steer carcass, 700-750 pound weight group. 
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Fig. 13 Relationship between length of loin and grade 
of steer carcass, 700-750 pound weight group. 
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Fig. 15. Relationship between depth of carcass and grade 
of steer carcass, 700-750 pound weight group. 
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of steer carcass, 700-750 pound weight group. 
